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As for the head of those that
compass me about, let the mis
chief of their own lips cover
them. Ps. 140: 9.

PUBLIC NOTICE
All persons are forbidden to cut
wood on the property formerly
owned by William Elliott, without
permission of the Owl's Head
Selectmen.
10-lt

We wonder if we give our teachers
in the Rockland schools enough
thought? Most of us think If they
get good pay, that covers it all. Do
we realize this fact, that our child
ren spend almost more time with
teachers than with their parents?
Do we cultivate an acquaintance
with our city s teachers? If we do
not it is our loss. We have in the
schools of Rockland a body of high
ly educated, efficient and delightful
personalities that spend several
months among us and quite some
number o! parents do not even know
the names of these educators. Do
we take them into our social and
church life? They could be of great-1
er assistance in community activi
ties If we held out the opportunities 1
to them.
I
The art of teaching has risen to
a notable height of dignity and in
fluence and the choisest minds from
our colleges are bestowing their time
and culture in the art of teaching
schools.
K. S P.

BASKETBALL
LINCOLN ACADEMY
VS.

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
BOYS AND GIRLS

JUNIOR VARSITY BOYS’ GAME

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24
ADMISSION 25c. 35c

WOTTON’S
FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

DOUBLE
“SWAP FOR CASH” TICKETS
JUST ARRIVED

NEW SPRING

DRESSES

A$l.yo
1 HO

SPECIALS THROUGHOUT THE STORE
rdafzjzjgjzfgjarejzjgjzfzjzjzraraiarefajzrafuarajzrajajzjarzfzfararare

Help the Infantile Paralysis Campaign!
ATTEND THE

PRESIDENTS BIRTHDAY BALL
COMMUNITY BUILDING

Dancing 9.00 to l.00

Music by HAL’S TEN RHYTHMAIRES
BEST PRIZES EVER OFFERED
IN ROCKLAND

10-12

Mid-Town Cafe
Makes An Important Announcement
• • •

In order to assure our patrons and citizens of

Rockland the very best in foods at all times
We Now Carry

COLD SEAL FROSTED FOODS
GARDEN FRESH FRUITS

AND VEGETABLES AT ALL TIMES

GARDEN FRESH IN JANUARY
AS WELL AS JUNE
Ask for these truly delicious Garden Fresh Fruits

and Vegetables. You will be delighted with their
fine fresh flavor.

[EDITORIAL]
BRITAIN’S BAD BREAKS
Affairs have been breaking very badly for Great Britain
the past week. Continued losses at sea, including the destruc
tion of another large destroyer and much commercial ship
ping, has seriously contradicted England's claim that the Ger
man undersea menace has been minimized. The determina
tion to mine 400 miles of Great Britain’s seaboard may check
Germany's Inroads, and it is certainly high time that some
thing did. Winston Churchill's warning to the neutral nations
to "get busy” was received with adverse criticism, although
Churchill did not speak as England's official mouthpiece, and
although hls advice may prove a few months hence to have
been well grounded. Meantime Uncle Sam and John Bull have
been having a little spat of their own—an exchange of cour
tesies that were almost as chilly as the prevailing weather.
The situation on the Western Front reminds Important persons
of the chess player who studies his board an unseemingly long
time. The daily communique "nothing Important to report”
has come to be a standing Joke—of the almanac variety. We
have to look to Finland to find anything that can offer much
encouragement to the Democracies.

THREE CENTS A COPY

IT WAS A ROUSING MEETING

Volume 95..................... Number 1 I.

“THE BLACK CAT”

Knox County Fish & Game Association Has New
Lease Of Life—Joe Stickney’s Motion
Pictures Delight

the cost of getting them here would
be $35. Ways and means were considered and when the time arrives
the bunnies will be liberated in
j this vicinity: The "snowshoes" are
' collected in Washington and Hancock counties and $2,000 worth will
be distributed among the various
associations in the southern coun
ties at 40 cents a head. Warden Su
pervisor Raymond Morse of Ells
worth and Warden Supervisor Lloyd
0
0
0
(By The Roving Reporter)
Clark of Milltown buy the rabbits
, LABOR DOESN'T LIKE 'EM
from farmers, and Commissioner
Selecting a Presidential candidate is not going to be an
I Stobie has charge of the distribu
easy matter providing it meets with the wishes of the John
They were headed Northward j Sygur's spring hats continue to
tion. Supervisor Stickney believes from Florida. “Do you think you stress fabrics, featuring broadcloth
L. Lewis labor element. At the golden Jubilee convention, in
that the introduction of new blood are on that right road" asked Phil. ( In pastel shades, says a Paris des
Oolumbus, Tuesday, the 2400 delegates heard leaders classify
will prolong the cycle of the rabbits. "Been over It 11 times," said Henry. - patch. It is used for taUored medi
Paul V. McNutt as a "political adventurer," surrounded by "a
Harold Leach, treasurer, reported "Well, I was never over It," re um-sized cloches, softly draped
motley crew of 2 percent bag men;" while John Nance Garner,
a balance of $8 63. but with out joined Phil, “but I can tell you berets, or fitted turbans. A variety
was denounced as the leader of "renegade Democrats." Secre
standing bills which leave the As that you are wrong." “What makes of other fabrics are used for hats
tary of State Cordell Hull was not mentioned by name, but the
Joe talked of sea parrots
sociation $16 in debt. Ninety mem- you think so?" “Because you are j and turbans Inspired by peasant
State Department’s handling of the reciprocal trade agree
1 bers paid their dues.
ments were declared as "disastrous" insofar as the coal Indus
bound for the North, yet you have coifs and headdresses. One wide
try Is concerned.
plished, and the instructive motion ) Mr. Harris of St. George told of been traveling due South for an brimmed capeline is made of several
0------------ o—------ o
picture films shown by Supervisor a previous distribution of rabbits hour." And Henry was obliged to thickness of ecru net.
Many
Joseph Stickney
i and the speedy luck of some hunt- admit that his brother was right, I draped turbans have fancy topknots
A PATRIOTIC PATRIARCH
It was one of the best meetings ers who were evidently aware of
of lace, fruit or flowers, and tiny
Unhappy Poland has a staunch defender in Ignace
When we are tempted to find bonnets of lacy straws are trimmed
the Association has held In many their whereabouts,
Paderewski, the world famous pianist, who has been unani
moons, and an augury for a successThe Association members now fault with the weather we should with bows of fruit. For beach wear,
mously elected president of Poland's national council—the
ful year was seen In the acquisition -------------------------------- '—---------- step cn the brakes and remember natural linen is used for stitched
"Parliament of the Polish Government ln Exile." There were
that we have thus far been free from sunbonnets, and printed handker
of the following new members:
tears in the eyes of his assembled countrymen when he said:
heavy storms this winter. There's chief linen appears ln floppy
Charles Ronco. E. B. Gilchrest. )
"Poland Ls immortal. We will deliver her from captivity and
always something to be thankful for, brimmed cartwheels. Large crownRobert Allen, Sanford Delano.
will raise her from the ruins. We take this engagement before
if we look around carefully.
less shapes have colored streamers
James MacLaughlin, Elmer Fulton.
God ” And may the prophecy made by this wonderful man
be fulfilled.
criss-crossed and laced to form the
Lawrence Carroll. Donald Whitney.
An Indiana Insurance man has
crown and tie under the chin. Crisp,
0
0
0
Grevis Payson. George Ames. Oliver
asked refund for a ticket which he springlike checked taffeta or tar
Athearn,
Ralph
Wiggin.
MR. DEWEY VISITS MAINE
did not use and apologizes for hls
tan plaid Ls used for Scotch caps,
The attendance far exceeded the
Thomas E. Dewey, the militant New Yorker who Is cam
delay. WeU, he might, for the tick berets, or brimmed models.
Wanted: A few more dues
reservations
which
the
committee
paigning for the Presidency, stepped out of the "Union" long
et was dated Feb. 19, 1879. Law's
had been able to make but the ----------------------------------- -----------enough yesterday to see what those Maine Republicans he had
delays.
Ladies Aid of the Federated Church, formed the acquaintance of ArPublic schools in Miami, Fla., were
heard so much about looked like. There's no doubt that hls
—■O—
and the supper chairmanship of nold Davis,. the new game warden
curiosity was favorably gratified, and certain it is that the
The United States is the only im dismissed yesterday on account of
Mrs. Marion Griffin somehow at- for this section, who was formerly portant nation without a sea loss cold weather. Yes, sir, Miami, Fla.
Maine Republicans liked the cut of the New Yorker’s Jib. The
tended to everybody's wants, and attached to the staff of the C.C.C. due to the war, “Lloyd's Shipping
New York Dally News which has the largest newspaper circu
that delicious chicken was sufficient Out of 176 applicants who took the Gazette" showed reporting the war
lation in the United States, said of this man:
Hanging in the lobby of the
to go the rounds.
examination only 15 qualified and merchant shipping toll as 268 ves
Dewey has the supreme virtue, from the practical poli
Thorndike Hotel Is a map of Rock
ticians' point of view, of being a terrific vote getter, at least
At each table was a cardboard it was stated that Davis ranked sels, totaling 1.003.652 tons. Ships
land which is attracting much at
in his own city and his own State
likeness of a deer or moose cleverly highest.
of 18 nationalities have been sunk tention. It was publislied ln 1855,
Dewey was elected District Attorney of New York County
arranged and painted by Mrs. Na
Mr. Davis made an excellent through war action or ln accidents
(Manhattan) .in November. 1937. For a Republican to get
shows the seven wards as then con
omi Elliot.
speech, in the course of which he due to war conditions Losses in stituted together witli pictures of
elected to any important offlce in Manhattan is usually the
Another feature which attracted said that he had learned the “lay" cluded 131 British ships, totaling
neatest trick of whatever decade it happens in. because It hap
some of the residences and public
pens very seldom. In the following year. 1938. Dewey ran for
of the land. His listeners laughed 493.634 tons; 11
French, totaling buildings. Proprietor Nathan BerGovernor against the incumbent, Herbert H Lehman, himself
loudly when he said he had been 55.581 tons; 24 German, totaling } liawsky is the owner of the relic.
a superior vote getter. Dewey came within 60.000 votes of tout
told that every poacher in Knox 140.595 tons; 101 neutral, totaling
ing Lehman, who previously had been accustomed to plurali
County was present at the banquet 299,547 tons, and one Polish ship,
ties of 400,000. 800.000 and such. Dewey had a couple of bad
One year ago: The Rockland and
breaks in the 1938 election, to boot. It rained in upstate NewHe said that department headquar the liner PUsudskl, of 14,294.
York that day. so that a lot of Republican farmers and their
Rockport
Lime Corp, was notified
—o—
ters in Augusta was threshing out
wives didn't turn out to vote; and something decidedly phony
Forsythia blossoms displayed In that It would receive the A.A.A. gov
many
problems.
He
was
of
the
was strongly rumored to have happened in connection with
opinion that too much stress is being E. H Crie's Gift Shop window at ernment contract for furnishing
the vote count in Democratic machine-run Albany. Even so,
Ducks held center of stage
Dewey cut Lehman’s plurality to a wisp of its former self.
placed on game animals. Thc Im tract much attention, and arouse Maine farms with agricultural lime,
It will be objected to Dewey that he is too young to be
portance of checking forest fires was no small amount of curiosity at this —Major Vernon W. Hall belittled
President—only 37. Well, graybeard though we be. we must
j a great deal of attention was the passed on t0
of „ie season cf the year. And tills is liow bombing attacks In an address be
insist that a man of 37 ls not a child. Alexander Hamilton
exhibition
of
carved
work
mode
by
association.
"If
you
allow
thc
spring it came about. Mr. Crie conceived fore the Lions Club —Coldest morn
became Secretary of the Treasury at 32; Napoleon was crowned
Carl M Malstrom. a Clark Island flres t0 get away from you.. sajd the idea of clipping off some of ing of the winter, with a tempera
Emperor of the French at 36; William Pitt the Younger be
granite worker Mr Malstrom took Warden d,,^ -you are doing vrur the branches and placing them ln ture of 8 below.—Glenn A. Lawrence
came Prime Minister of England, and a darned good one at
warm water. And presto. Along and Theodore 8. Bird were in Chi
that, at 24. Half of our votes are 37 or younger. We don't
up this fascinating task when
think Dewey’s youth will cut much ice against his chances
came the blossoms. Have a look at cago, attending the National Can
granite operations slackened, and
of victory if he runs.
them and you will be convinced that ners' convention —The tanker Cimhe has found a New York market
If Dewey and Roosevelt oppose each other for the Presi
spring is really Just around thc cor maron was tried on the Rockland
for
the
fmits
of
his
skill
with
jack

dency this year, well see the loveliest Presidential campaign
, course.
ner.
knife and chisel. Four hundred
ln a long time, heaped up and running over with fiery ora
tory, beautiful maneuvering and the fanciest kind of political
mallards and canvasbacked ducks
skulduggery.
were among the carvings hs has
If the Republicans don't nominate Dewey, it is hard to
sold in the metropolis. Last r.ight
see how they can hope to carry New York State. And If they
everybody had special admiration for
don't carry New York. It seems impossible for them to win the
the amazing likeness of a great
national election.
o
o
o
homed owl feasting upon a rabbit.
FR. COUGHLIN JAKES A STAND
Mr. Malstrom has been a resident of
(Herald Tribune»
Clark Island 25 years.
part to destroy what you want to
President Warren Everett, presid save."
A week ago, in the flrst flush of excitement over the arrest
of the young Brooklyn Christian Fronters on charges of con
ing over the meeting, call-.d flrst
The recent newspaper story that
spiracy to overthrow the government, the radio priest of the
upon V/illis Vinal of War an to tell foxes were creating a wholesaH
Notice has been received from was no mail catcher as at present,
Little Flower spoke with severity. He had already "roundly
of the fish and fry which hate been destruction of pheasants precipita
disavowed" this particular Christian Front; they had been
the
Post Offlce Department at and it was necessary for the post
distributed in Knox County wvteis ted a debate and Joe Stickney's
using hls name, perhaps, but he had refused to accept money
Washington
that the offlce In I master to throw the mall bag
from "these fakers" and had been telling his own followers to
the past year thanks to thc tank opinion was sought.
(which sometimes was heavily
"have nothing to do with such organizations." One week later,
which nas been equipped with a
"There’s no doubt they feed on South Warren will be discontinued I loaded) into the narrow door of
after a good deal of suggestive publicity about Father Coughlin,
pump pur'hnsed through the Bird young pheasants," said Joe. “but Jan. 31.
the Christian Front and the elusive details of their relation
the baggage car of the raptdly
memorial fund. Mr. Vinal gave a they also destroy thousands of roThis was established as a fourth j
ship. the radio priest Is announcing himself a "friend of the
class offlce May 8. 1878. with the I moving train. Train officials of
complete account of the plantings dents."
accused;" he is taking his "stand beside the Christian Front
that period stated that Mr. Counce
ers." he does not "dissociate himself from that movement" and
which totalled 113.465 fish and fry. | Clinton J. Bowley told of the situ late William O Counce as post-I'
had the most accurate aim of any
he advances to defend the Brooklyn youths against a "preju
“Really we have received more ation at Isle au Haut, where diseased master, the salary depending on
who had a similar duty to perform.
diced press."
than our share," remarked President deer were reported to be roaming I the stamp cancellations. Previous
One cannot resist a slight feeling of nausea. One can resist
Thc first offlce was destroyed by
Everett.
it even less when looking twice at this latest position, which is
the woods. He was assured that the | to this time mail for the residents fire ln the burning of the Counce
as slippery as many other outgivings of Fr. Coughlin. It is not
It was announced that Knox matter would be investigated.
i of the locality went to the Thom- & Jordan Store Oct. 19. 1906, and
clear just what ls the movement from which he does not dis
County's share of the rabbits fur
Supervisor Stickney, guest speak I aston Post Office and as a con the location has been in the pres
sociate himself—the Christian Front of the accused, or a Chris
nished by the Fish and Game de er of the meeting was fittingly in venience to the patrons of the gro ent building since.
tian Front of somebody else. It is not clear with how much of
partment would be 200 and that troduced by Dr. Walter P. Conley, cery store which Mr. Counce con
the reckless and fantastic stuff that Christian Fronters have
It became a money order offlce
been spouting he is associated. Nothing is clear about the
ducted the mail was brought by in 1908 and the flrst order was is
and
presented
1600
feet
of
film
Christian Front or about Father Coughlin; all is wrapped, in
which related mainly to the plant him to the store and distributed.
sued on April 7 of that year. Dur
the best Nazi or (Communist technique, in thick veils of double
BENEFIT SHOW FOR
During the first years of the of ing the ensuing years more than
meanings, elusive organizations, "fellow travelers,' "false
ing of duck food, and the gathering
fronts," diplomatic disavowals and weasel wordings. All that
JUNIOR DRUM CORPS of duck food for planting next fice about 55 families received their 5.000 orders have been issued.
is clear is that at one end there is a group of foolishly mis
spring. Those who thought wild mail there but with the advent of
Here's hoping the retiring post
UNIFORM FUND
guided youths found playing with rifles and bombs and with
rice was the only material used R. F D. 2 from Warren in the fall' master has many years in which to
ideas which the radio priest has disseminated; at the other
KEN MacKENZIE
of 1906 many provided themselves' enjoy a freedom from the cares of
end there is the radio priest himself, but what connection, if
were treated to a surprise when
and his
,
with boxes so that at the present |
any. there may be between them is lost In the Intricate fogs of
tiie offlce which have confined him
WGAN Radio Entertainers
they saw what was being brought
time only 15 families receive mail closely in later years and to which
this peculiar but now familiar technique.
Plus Amateur Contest
out
of
ponds
and
marshes
to
tempt
There is an old principle of law that a man ls responsible
there. The R. F. D. 2 was made
he has devoted nearly 52 years of
FRIDAY, FEB. 2
the appetite of the ducks.
for the necessary consequences of what he does and says, no
possible through the efforts of the service.—By Rose Marshall.
COMMITNITY BUILDING
One reel was devoted to puffins
matter what evasions he may wTap himself in. There is an
late John S. Stevens and many
old principle of American common sense that a man who pre
Matinee 4 p. m„ 10c, 25c
(sea parrots) and petrel (mother
tributes have been paid to the first
tends to a position of influence in public life must be respon
Evening, 8 p. m., 15c, 25c, 35c
Carey's chickens).
sible for what he stands for; he must stand for something,
carrier the late A. W. Batchelder YOUR FAVORITE POEM
10*13
(Continued on Page Four)
It I had my tlie to live again I
talk straight, avow what he believes and, if his name is mis
who for about 17 years made the would
have made a rule to read
________
ta
used by others, leave no misunderstanding about hls disavowal
poetry
and listen to some music at
deliveries with a horse drawn ve-1
of them. The Stalinites and Bundlers have made a science
least onre a week The loss of these
hide, making the trip many times1 tastes Is a toss of happiness. —Charles
out of the opposite principles. Evidently they are not the
when patrons of the route thought) Darwin
only ones.
THE LESSON OF YOl'R TEARS
weather conditions and traveling)
One
broken dream Is not the end of
FOR
may avail themselves of this servtce?
had made the trip impossible.
dreaming.
One
shattered
hope ls not the end of
Feb. 15—First National Bank,
Oct. 18. 1888. Willis K. Jordan be
all.
Damariscotta.
came assistant postmaster and on j Beyond the storm and tempest, stars
are gleaming.
To assist taxpayers in filing Fed
I the death of Mr. Counce became | Still build
Feb. 21 to 24—Post Office, Belfast.
your castles, though your
AT SOUTH WARREN GRANGE HALL
castles fall.
eral Income Tax returns for the
Feb. 27 and 28—Post Office, Cam
i postmaster Nov. 6. 1916, and dur Though many dreams come tumbling
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
tn disaster.
ing the nearly 62 years the offlce
year 1939, a Deputy Collector of In den.
And pain and heartache meet you down
March 4 to 15—Post Office, Rock
has had but these two postmasters.
ternal Revenue will be at the places
the years.
DANCES
your faith, your dreams and
I The mail during the years has Still keep
given below on tlie respective dates land.
hopes to master.
OLD AND NEW
SCHOTTISCHE AND POLKA
Clinton A. Clauson,
noted. Will you kindly so notify
jbeen thrown on and off the train And seek to find the leeaon of your
tears.
♦Il
Collector Internal Revenue.
those concerned ln order that they
and during the flrst 10 years there

The Knox County Fish & Game
Association somnolent for months,
came back into Its own at last
night's membership meeting in the
Federated Church. Thomaston whep
135 red-blooded and sportively-inclined members and guests sat
around the festive board and gained
inspiration from the work accom -

AFTER F,FT™YEARS

TUESDAY, JANUARY 30

BEANO

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, January 25, 1940

We are proud to serve them.

MID-TOWN CAFE
367 MAIN ST., Foot of Spring St., ROCKLAND

South Warren Post Office Is To Be Discon
tinued—Mr. Counce Had the Best Aim

BENEFIT

Income Tax Returns

DANCE

FINNISH RELIEF FUND

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tliursday, January 25, 1940
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Maybe A Carnival Queen Here

THBEE-TIMES-A-WEEK

R ... ...
■...

p
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*

'Tis looking downward makes •••,
one dizzy —Browning
»l

Plainly Marked With Tempting Prices!

Winter Sports Meet

day Morning

Read The Courier-Gazette

so we take only a small profit on the foods you

Fascinating reading these days are the price
tags in your A&P Super Market.
How CAN
prices be so low on fine quality foods? Let’s
answer that natural question right now: We
buy in big quantities direct from farmers, manu
facturers and other producers. This eliminates
in-between profits.
We sell for cash, so have
no credit losses to add to prices. Sales are big

Seven Schools Will Com
pete In Rockland Satur
After several years of |>oor winter
sports conditions the Rockland High
School Activity organizations, stu
dent council, girls' athletic associa
tion and outing club join forces to
sponsor a winter sports carnival
Jan. 27, at 10 a. m.
Schools competing are Camden,
Rockport. Warren, Union Waldo
boro. Belfast and Rockland. Din
ner will be served at noon tc '■ontestants and coaches.
Events will include: 100-yard ski
dash, girls and boys; 50-yard ob
stacle relay, girls and boys; 100-yard
snowshoe dash, girls and boys: 100yard skate dash, girls and boys;
cross-country snowshoe girls and
boys; cross-country ski, boys.
Co-chairmen of the carnival are
the presidents of the three organi
zations, Victoria Anastasio. PerryHoward and Daniel Munro.

Serve Yourself to Tempting Foods
We have no delivery expenses.

buy.

we do business in

you save big money.

2,000 real values await

you in the 5 Departments of your big, roomy
A&P Super Market—come and get your share!
The more you buy here the more you save.

*?$$*
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'
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ot W»StrMartha Seavey. Rockland

Josephine Farrington, Rockland

High School: Shirley Firth, 8 Au
tumn street, daughter of Mr. and Kathleen Anderson. Thomas
ton.
12.710
Mrs. Charles FirUi. a student at
Rockland High School. Tlie othcr Norma Havener. Rockland.
10.645
four candidates whose pictures ap Lucy Dickens. Camden.
9,900
peared in this paper last week are Nathalie Smith. Camden.
9,603
Patricia Allen, of the Copper Kettle,
Norma McEdward. Union,
9.489
daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Hervey
Virginia
Moody.
Warren.
9.146
Allen, a student at Rockland High
Beatrice Lane, Rockport
8.214 '
Schoolj Evelyn Willis, 9 Robinson
j Patricia Allen. Rockland.
6.848
street, daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Gloria
Lundell.
Camdeu.
6.182
Stephen Willis, a student at Rook
| Shirley Stickney. Rockland.
4.800 j
land High School; Shirley Stickney,
Evelyn
Willis.
Rockland
4.557
84 Broad street, daughter «f Mr. and
4.006•
Mrs. Ralph Stickney, sponsored by Jean Lawless. Belfast.
2.803(
the Rockland Ski Gulls; and Norma Shirley Firth. Rockland.
I
Ruth
Prince,
Camden,
2.638,
Havener of 305 Broadway, daughter
1.871:
of Mr and Mrs. Francis Havener. | Martha Seavey. Rockiand.
• • • •
Josephine Farrington. Rock
SNOW QLEEN CONTEST
land.
*
1.353
1.135I
Mildred Durkee. Camden.
19.927 Hope Irwin. Belfast.

Interest in the Snow Bowl Queen
contest Is growing dally. Rock
land has seven of its favorite daugh
ters in the running fer the title of
' Snow Bowl Queen at the coming
Camden Winter Carnival, Peb. 1617-18.
Thc Rcckland entries are Martha
Seavey, daughter of W P. Seavey,
57 Pleasant street, a student at
Rcckland High Schcol; Josephine
* Farrington of 68 Camden street,
i daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Farrington, a student at Rockland

IT IS SKI TIME!!
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR

Grover By 31 Pins

SKIS AND SKI EQUIPMENT

Elmer <Dairy Ban Johnson that
i vociferant bowler from Camden.
Lincolnville, and vicinity, stalked
up against Champ "Phil" Grover at I
the Star Alleys in Rockland JJonday night in th: first ten strings of
their 20 string match, and for the
first five cantos Johnson was in
the lead by the small margin of
seven pins.
At the beginning of the sixth
itring “Phil" began to put on the
pressure, and won by 30 pins. John
son came back In the seventh to
take this inning by 7 pins, but this
seemed to spur tlie Champ on for
he set Johnson down by 32 puis in
the eighth, and although thc fight
ing milkman topped Go Get 'Em
Grov er in the last string by 20 pins
i the damage wrought by ''Smiling
Phil" in thc sixth and eighth frame
’ was too great for Johnson to over
come.
As usual when Champ
Grover is scheduled to bowl there
was a large crowd on hand.
The last ten strings of this 20
1 string match will be bowled at thc
Camden Y.M.C.A. at 7 p. m. Feb.
3 The score:
Orcver—
97. 112. 98. 95. 89. 133. 96. 131. 102. 93
—1046
! Johnsen—
105.92. 97.105.99. 103. 103. 99..99.113
—1015

SKATES.

PUCKS

HOCKEY STICKS

ALL WINTER
SPORTS
NECESSITIES

H. H.CRIE CO.
SECOND FLOOR SPORTING GOODS DEPARTMENT
328 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.

The cold weather still continues and the need
for warir^er clothing is even more necessary,

keep

warm and dry and save doctor’s bills!

SOME SUGGESTIONS
WOOL UNION SUITS—25%, 50',. 100% wool $245, $2.98.
$1.00.
HEAVY COTTON UNION SUITS
HEAVY COTTON SHIRTS OR DRAWERS
ILANNEl SHIRTS
........ -............... $1.00. $145, $1.75.
HEAVY ALL WOOL SWEATERS
........
$1.98. $2.98.
HEAVY MELTON JACKETS
... $3.00. S345.
WOOL LINED FROCKS—very warm
HEAVY WOOL WORK PANTS
$3.00. $3.75.
LACED-I EG BREECHES
$198, $3.00.

$3.98
$1.25
75c
$148
$3.0)
$4.98
$1.98
MJ5
83.75

Iteiiienibrr. if you purchase any goods here and they are not
satisfactory, all you have tn do is tell us and they will be replaced
will) no cost to you.

WILLIS AYER

Shirley Firth. Rockland
—Photos by Hatch.

ll

The Maine School of Commerce
hockey team lost to Rockland High
1 at Bangor yesterday afternoon
I The home team led the fast visitors
i until the final period 3 to 1, but in
I the final chapter they ran wild to
I win. 5 to 3. It was the second time
this season the Rocklanders have
topped the Bangorians.

STM.nu,,
*mwe, S

LB
LB
LB
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PORK
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'-SS* .

,.rb colic®
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IONA COCOA

nSS* s;S«

1 LB
TIN

9C

BEFORE A COLD
GETS A REAL
\START
Z

•. «

W<
▼ • wvvw

t|>|

Use a few drops of
Va-tro-nol. It’s a
wonderful help in
preventing colds
from developing.

Va-tro-nol
EXPERT

RADIO SERVICE

GRANULATED SUGAR 10
A&P GRAPEFRUIT
A&P PINEAPPLE JUICE
RINSO
3
25‘
OXYDOL
3
25(
SUPER SUDS
$1.23
CIGARETTES
WALDORF TOILET PAPER
4.
17'
SCOTT TISSUE
3 22C
SCOTT TOWELS
9C
PAPER
BAG

i 20 OZ
I CANS
46 OZ
CAN

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

RADIOS
RICHARD E. SINCLAIR
69 ND. MALN ST. ROCKLAND
TEL. 440
UTt

CONCENTRATED

29 OZ i
CANS ,

A&P Peaches

16 OZ
CANS

Ma

SLICED

___ FORMOSA

I 24 OZ
i PKGS

24 OZ
, PKGS

A&P Spinach
A&P Peas FANCY

23HOZ'
PKGS

CTN OF
10 PKGS

LUCKY STRIKES. CAMELS.
OLD GOLDS.
CHESTERFIELDS

Iona Tomatoes
SLICED or
Ions Peaches HALVES
A&P Fruits for Salad 2
Pineapple
brand
Peanut Butter ANN PAGE
P&G Soap
3
A&P Cherries W 3

i

DINTY MOORE

2

CANS

2

CAN
Hormel's Spam
25c
With pork or
23 OZ
Ann Page Beans tomato sauce C/N 8C
9 OZ
JAR 10c
French’s Mustard
9 OZ
JAR
7C
Ann Page Mustard
UNDER
23c
Clam Chowder WOOD’S
Cat Food 0LHUBBARD
3 VaS 25c

Dog Biscuits

Old Mother Hub
bard Kibbled

Roonc

DudllO

j

21®
11®
3 <a°; 25c
19c

Herbox Bouillon Cubes
PUR,TAN“Yellow Lye.
I’ea or Kidney—glass pot

CANS

Xa

Puritan Brown Bread 2
Yankee Beans PEA or KIDNEY

Marshmallow Fluff
MAPLE
Rajah Syrup FLAVORED
French Dressing

..g OZ
T’OTS

'cans

2

20 OZ
CANS

SIFTED

97c
LI

4

Accepted by the American Medical
Association Council on foods.

0

20 OZ
CANS

‘.X

Iona Corn

3 CAKES 1 7C
IN OF
qc
CUBES

20 OZ
CANS

14HOZ1
14/2 oz
CANS

3cam22‘

Sweetheart Soap

16 OZ
JAR

house" EVAP. MILK

ROLL

2

20 OZ
CAN

20 OZ
CANS

ROLLS

CLAPP’S STRAINED BABY FOODS
CLAPP’S CHOPPED FOODS
MADE WITH VINE-RIPENED
ANN PA6E KETCHUP
TOMATOES
A&P GOLDEN BANTAM CORN FANCY, MAINE
A&P FRUIT COCKTAIL

16 OZ
CANS

27 OZ
CAN

Reliable Peas

ous

Beef Stew

15C

,N

EXCELLENT FOR A RICH
BEVERAGE, IDEAL IOR
BAKING USE.

I

Miami Beach. Fla., boasu the f Ast
marine ambulance in thc world.

th'»»,
price-

,.I3‘

At Strand And Park
A sensationally successful picture
‘ The Great Victor Herbert" will
appear Friday-Saturday at the
Strand. Tlie splendid Victor Her
bert songs and the colorful Ufe of
that dav are feature attractions.
The famous Luigis" and the old
days back stage are truthfully re
produced.
The Park Theatre weekend fea
ture brings the celebrated Johnny
Mack Brown and radio's music
making Texas Rangers in Okla
homa Frontier, —adv.

BAG

I

PORK VO"15

“■“”‘1

In short,

a modern, thrifty way, so

Iona Peas

20 OZ
CANS

Iona String Beans

19 OZ
CANS

Reliable Wax Beans

19 OZ
'’ANS

A&P Whole Beets

20 OZ
CANS

MAINE
PACKED

AQr

A&P Pumpkin

23c
10c

A&P Squash

18c

NBC Graham Crackers

25c

Ako Crabmeat

OParKiC

29 OZ
CANS

‘

29 OZ
CANS

DESSERTS—Ann Pefe <
Pur. Fruit Flavor.
«

PKGS

Red Salmon

PACKED

1 LR
PKG
6': OZ
CAN

BRAND

J

sultana

rnr:'—

A RARE OPPORTUNITY

NO GAMBLE

NUMBERS
r DOZ

1939 Oldsmobile Coupe
1938 Chevrolet Sedan

J* Can
*»C,«
rots

1938 Pontiac Tudor

'are

.«*LES
1 BCl,,

1937 Plymouth Coupe

1936 Dodge Sedan
1935 Oldsmobile Coupe

1933 Ford Tudor
A CHOICE OF CO OTHERS
CONVENIENT TERMS

Native

cW/(
ower

• Double
• Guaranteed
Fresh
Freshness
wrapped
to
hold
H.
Fre.hrea.
• Mad. with choice.! ingredient.
• Baked by expert ASP Baker.,

1934 Studebaker Sedan

2

20 OZ
LOAVES

Gicnamon Buns
Coffee Rings

fO/?

*-arG£

flows

7

LBS

"EAOs

"ead
0P.00N

jgc

b*skci27c

1II7C |

Mild
ifi

noJ2c

apt

«oz15cl

«

tfi

________ _____
ANN PACE

ROCKIAND

SALAD DRESSING

20C

Good Rock Maple Bedroom Suite
8 PIECES
ONLY

$66.75

PROPERTY
WANTED
If you arc contemplating the
sale of your property, consult us
without obligation.

BED, CHEST, DRESSER, SPRING MATTRESS AND PILLOWS

Wc have clients desiring to pur
chase certain types of Real
Estate, not now listed with us
for sale.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Elmer C. Davis

361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE 390

375 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE
11-13

Outsails all other brands ol
-’id Dtci'ing and Mayo"' natss combined oflered

AUTLEy
■

-an ra? rr

^HYFlFin
DEFINED

Ue
P«GS

8 37®

LB

1 LB
pKGS

B..

m A&P S'otes.

“Grocery and produce prices also
effective at Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden"

462 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

SELF
SERVIC J

SELF

SERVICE

OpFro'Fd by The O'»of Allonfir A roeifu Tan Co

Every-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN

OUR ANNUAL WALL-PAPER SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS
Jan. 26—(Basketball) Lincoln Acad
emy vs. Rockland High School boys
girls at Communldy Building
Jan 26- Tenants Harbor Semi-pub
lic installation of Naomi Chapter. O E S
Jan 27—Rockland High School Win
ter Sports Carnival
Jan 27—Thomaston—Williams-Brazier
benefit Finnish Relief at Watts hall
Jan. 27 — Warren — Oolden Jubilee
party at Town hall, auspices Woman's
Club.
Jan 30—President's Birthday Ball at
Community Bldg
Feb 2—Candlemas Day
Feb. 2—Junior Drum Corps Benefit
Show at Community Building.
Feb. 2—Klwanis benefit card part; at
tower room Community Building
Feb. 6—City Government meeting.
Feb. 7—Ash Wednesday.
Feb 8—Thomaston—Pythian Centen
nial celebration at Watts hall.

Bingo players are having a lot
of fun. as well as taking home Sun
day dinners from the K. P. hall
bingo games which are held each
Saturday night.

« Among those who met Thomas E
Dewey. Republican candidate for
the Presidential nomination , in
Portland, yesterday were Sheriff
C. Earle Ludwick and State Parole
Officer E. Stewart Orbeton. They
report thc reception a tremendous
ly enthusiastic affair.
The only Democrat to announce
liunself as a candidate for office
In Hancock County is Oscar H.
Emery of Bar Harbor who seeks to
represent the Bar Harbor. TYenton,
and Hancock class in the House of
Representatives. Mr Emery is a
former Camden Attorney.
The Third District Council of
the American Legion Auxiliary will
meet Monday at the Legion Hall
at 3 oclock. Special guests will be
the Department President, Mrs.
Oladys Jameson of Bangor, Mrs.
Anna Lovely, Department Secretary
and Past Department President.
Mrs. Alta Cutler, both of Bangor.
Other guests will be members of
the Winslow Holbrook Post and
Department of Maine American
Legion. Supper is to be served di
rectly after the Council meeting
under the direction of Mrs. Ber
nice Jackson. Mrs. Mary Dinsmore
heads the entertainment committee.

Public supper Legion hall Satur
day night—adv.

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO IOC
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
Saturday 2.10. Sunday 100. Every
evening at 8 00.

THURSDAY ONLY. JAN. 23
Special Showing!

“THE GREAT
VICTOR HERBERT’’
starring
Walter Connolly. Alan Jones and
Mary Martin
FRIDAY-SATURDAY. JAN. 26-17
MARLENE DIETRICH
J.AMES STEW ART
ln

“Destry Rides Again”
SUN.-MON., JAN. 28-29
GRETA GARBO
In

“NINOTCHKA”
with
Melvyn Douglas. Bela Lugosi

Coming: “Hunchback of Notre
Dame," “Swanee River.”

BALLOON

DANCE

South Thomaston
Grange Hall
FRIDAY NIGHT
DOOR PRIZE
Music By
“HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES”
Free bus every Friday at
8.45
M. from Foot of Park St.
134Th-tf

35c to 50c PAPERS..................
15c to 35c PAPERS..................
10c to 12»/zc PAPERS.............
662 MAIN STREET,

NORTHEND,

SUNSHINE COOKIES

ROCKLAND, MAINE

James E. Stevens will address the
Volley ball classes for business
Rotary Club tomorrow; his topic, men was started last week by Direc
The 2-masted schooner Emma. “The Little Red Schoolhouse."
tor of activities James Flanagan at
Capt. Greenlaw of Stonington,
Community Building, the idea prov
An inspiring story ol the splen ing popular with a large group.
struck on Bay Ledges last night
and sank. Tlie craft was ln tow of did services beig conducted at the Entered to date are L. E McRae,
power boat. Coast Guard boats First Baptist Church will be pre Austin Phllbrook, Everett Munsey.
went to the scene. Tlie crew rowed sented in the Saturday issue.
Dr. Newman, Rev. J. Charles Mac
to Vinalhaven in a dory.
Donald, Rodney “Spud'' Murphy,
William Griffin, who suffered
bruises and shock, when he fell the Howe Glover, Lou Cook, Jclm H.
The Sea Scouts will be inspected
MeLoon, Cleveland Sleeper, Sher
full length of a flight of stairs at
Friday night by the Commodore of
man Daniels. John Moulaison.
his home on Berkeley street, is able
Pine Tree Council. Members of
Raymond Bowden. John Karl, Don
to be out.
the Lions Club, which is sponsoring
ald Leach, Rev. Newell Smith of
the Sea Scouts are invited.
j Mrs. Mary Dinsmore is chairman Tenants Harbor, Dr. E. L. Scarlott
1 of public supper to be held under and Nick Pellicane. Basketball and
Among the public bequests con i the auspices of the Winslow Hol medicine ball also enter into the
tained in the will of the late Leon brook Auxiliary. American Legion, picture, with plenty of action, espe
ard H. Rhodes of Dedham, Mass, j Saturday at the Legion hall.
cially in the eight-man basketball
was one of $2000 for the Congrega
team that was formed Tuesday, and
News was received here this morn the players are plenty rugged.
tional Church at Matinlcus.
ing of the death of Edward L. Hew Classes are held each Tuesday and
Mrs. Oliver L Hall, well known ett, which took place shortly after Friday from 5.30 to 7, and are open
in this city, has resigned the presi midnight in the Marine Hospital to all business men who wish to
dency of the Good Samaritan Home at Sailors' Snug Harbor. Services enter.
Association, which, the Bangor pa will be held here Sunday at 2 p. m.
pers say she served for 15 years “In Obituary deferred.
Everything is set for a gala event
a capable and efficient manner."
It couldn t exactly be said that Tuesday night at Community BulldCharlie McCarthy was a guest of i ing. While hundreds will be danc
Tlie Maritime Commission has ac
ing to the swing and sway of the
thc Lions yesterday, but there was
cepted the bid of $19,000 per
dance band in the main ballroom,
present a very clever substitute in
month from the Waterman Steam
those who tire of trying to keep up
the form of Gerald E. Bonney’s
ship Corporation. Mobile, Alabama,
with the jitterbugging will find ac
protege “Jerry'', and Mr. Bonney's
for bareboat charter of S. S. Red
tion taking place ln the beano
ventriloquism kept the Lions highly
Jacket, one of the Commissions
room under the foyer, where the
amused and entertained. Mrs. Bon
new C-2 type cargo vessels, for serv
donations made by the following
ney who represents the preaching
merchants will be given out: M. B.
ice from Oulf ports to ports in the
end of the Bonney workers’ partner
& C. O. Perry, A. P. BlaisdeU, Rock
Orient.
ship was also present and showed
land Fuel Co., Perry's Markets, Bu’ her excellent disposition by not
pee Furniture Co., Corner Drug
Funeral senices for Earle Mc
turning upon the facetious “intro Store. J F. Gregory A Son, J. A.
Intosh held Tuesday afternoon at
ducer,'’ Rev. J. Charles MacDonald. Jameson Co., A.& P. food stores,
the Burpee Funeral Home were
Mr. Bonney sang to his own accom
Naum & Adams. Sender Crane Co.,
largely attended. Rev. Corwin H.
paniment '’Land of Mine", “Isle of Black A Oay. St. Clair Rnd Allen,
Olds of the Congregational Church
Capri" and “When It’s Round-up John Bird Co., Rocklanl Wholesale
officiated and the bearers were Col.
Time in Texas." Mr. Bonney, who Co., Independent Wholesale Gro
Basil H Stinson, Levi Flint. Herbert
is a native BT Maine, has used his cery, Fireproof Garage, Rockland
R. Mullen, Albert S. Peterson, Ger
exceptional talents as musician and Garage Co, Texaco Filling Station,ald Margeson and Howard Dunbar,
evangelistic director in many parts I Hopkins Garage Inc., Sea View Garepresenting Winslow - Holbrook
Post A. L. Military sendees were of the world, and among- other in i rage, Swift and Co. and Armour A
held at Sea View Cemetery, called teresting Incidents told how Ameri Co. But what of it all! In the first
by Commander Albert Wallace. Rev. cans on board an Italian steamship j place, we are celebrating the Presi
Mr. Olds conducting the service. celebrated Fourth of July in the dent's birthday and the funds de
Col. Malcolm Stoddard and Capt. Mediterranean. He described the in rived from these occasions, together
Daniel Ivory of the Veteran s Hos fluence of music on the base, pa with the March of Dimes and al!
pital, Togus. long time friends of triotic and spiritual temperaments. ether contributions, are pooled to
the deceased, were present at the Guests yesterday were Rev. J. gether to make our working capita!
Charles MacDonald and Rev. Wil in the fight against infantile paraly
sendees.
liam E. Berger.
sis.

Direc t shipment to us from the famous Thousand Window Bakery in
Boston. A full assortment of favorite varieties, including Duvan Sand
wich, Cereal Cookies, Chocolate Duchess, Coco Puffs, Coco Ridges,
Daisy Sandwiches, Koko, Lemon Whirls, Macaroon Bars, Raisin
Squares, Scolasses, Spice Cake, Tempty Cream, Sugar Scallop and
4-Stardelight.

2

Donohue—At Rockland. Jan 23. Mary
A Donohue, aged 82 years. 11 months,
17 days. Requiem mass Friday at 9
a. m from St Bernard's Church
Clark At Boston. Jan 20. Willis O
Clark, formerly of Rockland, aged 78
years. 6 months. 20 days. Interment ln
Achorn cemetery.
Skinner—At Rockport. Jan. 24. Ed
ward A. Skinner, aged 68 years. 3
months. 3 days Funeral Sunday at 2
oclock from Baptist Church Inter
ment In Amesbury HUI cemetery
Sabin At Camden. Jan 23. Gertrude
Sabin, aged 55 years 22 days Funeral
today at 11 o'clock from residence In
terment In Mountain cemetery
Hewitt At Now York. Jan 24. E L.
Hewitt, aged 76 years. 7 months. 7 days.
Webster At Southwest Harbor. Jan
24
Sanford Webster, formerly of
Rorkland. aged 66 years. Funeral serv
ices In Southwest Harbor Friday at 1 30
p. m
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to all our friends and neighbors who
have l>een so kind to ue ln our recent
bereavement, especially for the beau
tiful flowers, and the use of cars, also
to Russell Davis and Rev Donald IF.
Perron for the kindness shown us.
Mrs Frank T. Studley. Miss Mae F.
8tudlqy.
•

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our appreciation
and gratitude to all who have been so
kind during our recent bereavement
We also wish to thank all who remem
bered us with cards of sympathy and
flowers.
Mr and Mrs. Irving C MacBnde Mr
and Mrs Milton M Ortflln. Mr. and
Mrs. James H Pettee.
•

PLAY BINGO!
AND GET YOUR
GROCERIES
CHICKEN DINNER DOOR PRIZES
EVERY SAT. NIGHT—K. P. IIALL

■J
af

PORK

HOME MADE SAUSAGE
CAPONS-27/ PIGS LIVER FRESH
3 lb,
6 to 8 pound average
LEAN
LB.
CHUCK ROAST MEATY
PORK CHOPS HAMBURG STEAK
BEST
-17/ STEWING BEEF
SMOKED SHOULDERS LB.
BACON SQUARES......... lb 12c
LB.

CENTER
CUTS

TOP ROUND STEAK .... lb 27c

FRESH BAY

CUBED STEAK.................... lb 25c

HADDOCK

SALT PORK......................... lb 10c

GREEN PEAS

’i I.B PKG

39c

PACQUINS HAND CREME
SPECIAL PRICES

50c Size

19c

36c

For a Limited Time Only

Glycerine and Rose Water........................ 6 oz 29c
Honey and Horehound Cough Syrup, 25c and 39c

Offices

Apartments
Single and Double Houses

$1.50 a Week $5 a Month

Elmer C. Davis

a

375 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
INSURANCE A REAL ESTATE

(an excellent cough remedy)

Wild Cherry Cough* Syrup........... large bottle 39c

KNOX GELATINE............................ ......... pkg 17c

KID GLOVE
TALL
TINS

CREAMIER THAN EVER!

Vicks Nose Drops...... 30c size 24c; 75c size 59c

Four Vitamins A, B, D & G, Capsules, 100 for 1.49
16 oz. Norwegian Cod Liver Oil, plain or mint
flavor; high potency ......................................... 49c

’bDRUG STORE

TELEPHONES
39$, 781-1 or 781-U

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

110-iU LIMEROCK STREET

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND. ME.

•

98-tf

KETCHUP........................................... 14 oz bot 10c
HABITANT PEA SOUP................ 2 lge tin. 23c

MACKEREL......................................................tin 10c
HONEY................................................... 5 lb tin

59c

ROYAL BAKING POWDER........ 12 oz tin

35c

SODA CRACKERS........................... 2 lb box

15c

DOG OR CAT FOOD............................ 6 tin. 25c
CORNED BEEF.................................... 12oztin
MATCHES.............................................6 boxes

z,
OXYDOt

Gets clothes up to

MLUnN t•R -fre.
MAIL
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGISTS
k1 OZDE&S
GlALLliLildre)

TEL 378
tel.378
MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS. - ROCKLAND

19c

ALL PURPOSE

PURE LARD

MARGERINE

FLOUR
2454 LB.M4 /

3 tns. 25/

11/

LB.

2 large packages 39/
3 Ib tin 53/

1 Ib tin 19/

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO JUICE, 50 oz tin 20c
PRUNES...................................... two 2-ib pkg. 29c
JOHNSON BEANS.................................... quart 12c

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Peanut Crunch
LB.
JAR

21/

DEL MONTE

PRUNES
IN SYRUP

SEWARD

SALMON,

4

1/C

ft ft

23C

15%

BAG

71/

15c
18c

whiter

x..

ARMOUR’S

Special “Reconstructo” 1.25 size, a “real”
reconstructive tonic; introductory price .... 98c

Ambulance Service -

JELL-0 PUDDINGS............................... 4 pkg. 19c

SWIFTS SILVER LEAF

Large size, 80c value...................................... 59c

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH .... tin 17c

* “ CAN

3 LB CAN

crisco 53c

Small size, 50c value......................................... 34c

BURPEE’S

23/

™

11-13 Two Tubes Squibbs Tooth Paste—

JSn£

foods

KID GLOVE GREEN or WAX BEANS, 3 tns 29c
KID GLOVE Golden Bantam Com,
3 tins 25c
KiD GLOVE POP CORN........................ lge tn 23c

SPRY

23/
PKG 21/
H LB
PKG 38/
LB.
19/
LB.
PKG. 34/

When we fill your food order, you get the very
finest to be had. And not only that, but you
get FRESH FOODS that ARE FRESH . . .
One item of food which we are proud to
recommend is the bread that we KNOW will
please every member of your family—

YELLOW EYE
PEA
KIDNEY

RINSO

2 OZ.
BOT.

BROOMS—good quality.......................... each 27c

$1.00 Size

71c

/

FOODS Every Time!

--------- NEW CYRO CHURN

25c Size

BIRDSEYE PEAS—BOX

STATLER TOWELS............................ 3 roll. 25c

KID GLOVE OVEN BAKED BEANS

NOW!

Ib 15/

You Get QUALITY

GOLDEN HEART BREAD

USE

FANCY
CAPE BRETON

FOSS VANILLA
MALTEX CEREAL
RED
LABEL
SALADA TEA
PERRY’S 19 COFFEE
STICKF.NY
CREAM TARTAR A POOR'S

ings on your favorite nationally advertised brands.

Almond Creme Hand Lotion..................... 6 oz 29c

FOR RENT

FINEST ORANGE PEKOE
YELLOW LABEL

GORTON CODFISH, 1 lb bx 22c
PINK SALMON.........2 tin. 29c

SALT MACKEREL

IF YOUR FAMILY LIKES PEAS. THEY’LL RAVE ABOUT THESE!
PACKED AS SOON .AS PICKED
GARDEN-FRESH

drugs, toiletries and accessories you will need to see
is in full swing, offering scores and scores of sav

35c

29/

FOR

FISH BITS..................... 3 lbs 25c
SALT POLLOCK............. lb 10c

WANT SGMETHLNG DELICIOUS?
TRY OUR
SALTED

DANDELION GREENS

/

LB.

ALEWIVES

BACON, sugar cured.........lb 19c

2 lbs

DRESSED
AS DESIRED

17/
25/
15/
15/
15/
14/

ITRST OF THE 1940 SEASON

CORNED SPARERIBS .... lb 14c

©“•^
You’ll make a happy landing if you jump to the con-

you through till Spring. Our MID-WINTER SALE

12/

To Roast

FANCY NATIVE

MID-WINTER
VALUES
elusion that NOW is the time to buy the home

25/

Pounds Assorted

Double Swap For Cash Tickets at Both Our Markets Thursday, Friday and Saturday

DIED

ADDING MACHINE
RENTALS

ROCKLAND, ME. —
119-tf

A FULL TRUCK LOAD OF

SANK ON BAY LEDGES

Stores

SIDNEY I. SEGAL
71 PARK ST.,
TEL. 297-W
2T&Thl4

VARNISHED TILES................. 20c
WAXED PAPERS.....................
15c
200 Bundles...... at a Very Low Price <

C. M. BLAKE’S WALL-PAPER STORE

F.

Rockland
Typewriter Company

15c
10c
08c

57c
Giant,
LgCi 2 pkg, 39c

Med, 3 pkg 25c

SUGAR

10u»52/

CHARMIN TOILET TISSUE............. 4 rolls
KELLOGG’S CORN FLAKES
3 pkg.
MINUTE TAPIOCA............................. 2 pkg.
HORMEL SPAM............................... 12 oz tin
OAKITE
...................................... 2 pkg.
PEACHES, halve, in syrup.................. 2 tins
BAKER’S COCOA............................... 1 lb tin
KRE MEL DESSERTS.......................... 4 pkgs

25c
20c
21c
25c
19c
29c
14c
15c

QUAKER OATS Ige pkg 17/
CARROTS, fancy, new ....................... bunch
CAULIFLOWER, large heads............. pound
GOLDEN RIFE

25c

BANANAS

ORANGES

JUICY
FLORIDAS

5c
12c

LARGE
SIZE

23/

DOZ.
FANCY RED
BE SURE AND ASK l’OR YOUR SWAP TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR CASH H.V, ALREADY PAID IN
DIVIDENDS $1 109.09

-THE

PERHY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY* USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST MARKET

Every-OtKer-Day
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Ski Gull Club

THREE
SHUTTERED
HOUSES'

WALDOBORO

Has Had Busy Year

Offers a Beautiful Trophy Much Work Done By Wel
For Down Hill Race At
fare Department Of S. A.
—New Treasurer
Mt. Megunticook

««««
MRS LOUISE MXLXfiR
x
Correspondent

The Ski Oull Club of Rockland, a
group of active skiers doing what
they can to develop Interest in winter sports, has donated a beautiful
gold trophy in the form of a skier
of authentic design and modeled at
Sun Valley. It will be known as
the "Ski Gull Trophy" and Is for the
High School winning the down hill
race on Mount Megunticook Ski
Trail, starting from Porky Knob, so
called, and finishing below the
Pines, so called. Timed from the
start to finish and contestant must
have skis on and standing up at the
finish
The High Schools of Knox, Lin-

Tel. 37

The advisory board of the Salva
tion Army held a supper meeting
at the Copper Kettle Tuesday night
'with the Divisional Officers. Major
| Albert Pickering of Portland as

Russell Benner was a Rockland
visitor Tuesday.
Mrs. Hilda Semes spent Mondaj’
WNU StRVICE
COPYRIGHT
in Rockland.
speaker. Present were President
around!” he exclaimed.
"Don't
Mrs. Percy Moody entertained the
know who it was, do you?”
Arthur F. Lamb. Louis A. Walker,
"No, but I know Lissa Thayer Mending Club at her home Friday
Rev N F Atwood- Rev c A Mar’
CHAPTER VII
was troubled by his coming,” Miss night. A birthday cake in honor of
slalle
C W.O Walker, R. S. Sherman
Moss declared, "That was plain, in the birthdays of Mrs. Harold Ralph
It was to be Miss Moss who per her eyes.” And she asked: "This and Mrs. Bessie Benner featured
and A(1Jutant T. Seaver.
ceived beyond dispute that Kitty Mr. Glovere—how old did you think
| Zenas w Melvin °f the Knox
the occasion. Guests were Mrs.
Leaford had been murdered. She he was?”
County Trust Company was elected
had stayed behind, in the car, when
The Inspector watched her. "For Gertrude Benner. Mrs. Olive Crowa m*mber of the board and treathe garage man Thayer, in response ty-flve and up," he said. "Maybe,
Mrs Fred Genthner, Miss
surer
to Tope’s inquiry went to point out ten years more.”
j Dorothy Crowell, Miss Avis MaI Adjutant Seaver presented his
the path that led to Jim Glovere's
"Old enough to be Miss Leaford's loney Mrs William Kennedy, Mrs.
'semi-annual Welfare report:
cabin. Thayer returned, and a girl father,” Miss Moss reflected. And pauiine Wallace, Mrs Katherine
came out of the office of the garage ! she added, still smiling: You see, Ellgjeyi Mrs Rodney Rowe oi Bancoin and Waldo counties will be j
to join him. Thayer called her Lis- ! I begin to wonder about things too.
The welfare work that we do is
eligible and the winner can be I
Mrs Elhpl Benner’ Mrs Fan'
sa; she was. Miss Moss perceived, Inspector. I've caught the habit
made possible by committments re
either
boy
or
girl
on
the
winter
his daughter; and Miss Moss had ' from you." She ceased to smile.
Gray, Mrs. Harold Ralph and
ceived from the Community ■Chest
sports team and must have enrolled
some casual talk with them.
"I'm wondering now,” she said Mrs. Bessie Benner.
and by our many friends who conon or before Dec. 1st of the school
After a time she saw Lissa's eyes gravely, "how many of these tab- , jjrs ujida Somes spent Wednesyear. The trophy will be in th< j tribute clothing, old linen, furniture,
suddenly fix on something toward lets it w’ould take, to kill a person
ln Newcastle as
0, her
custody ol the winning school until H many other thlngs whieh havp
the house, in an expression of con so quickly.
The Inspector looked at Miss Moss broth«- Harold Parsons and Mr'
cern; and Miss Moss looked that
Faith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Melvin, entertained 17 schoolmates at her home, 8 Hill street, Just before the Snow Bowl Winter |been hclPfuI ln the work We ar“
Saturday afternoon, to celebrate her seventh birthday. The prize for pinning the tail on the rat went to How Carnival. The trophy will belong to Particularly indebted to the retail
way to see a man moving secretly with a sort of wonder. He said at Parsons.
among the trees. Then Lissa with last:
Levi Williams of Augusta was a ard Crozier, and prize for finding most peanuts went to Marily n Spear. A lunch of punch, fancy cookies, birthand wholesale grocers and stores
da, cake and ice cream was served from a very prettily decorated table. Faith received some very lovely gift*, the school after winning three years
out a word went toward the house
"Mrs. Tope, you make me feel business visitor here Monday.
Those present were: Front row. left lo right, Winfield Melvin, Mildred Shannon, Johnny Stevens, Wayne Ger- -p1(1 expense of the engraving will :Wbo send us canned goods, candj,
and disappeared indoors. She did like a man on crutches. You can [
Warren Simmons is visiting his rish. Phyllis Shute and Howard Crozier: second row. Faith Melvin the hostess. Edgar Sukeforth, Jr., Fred be taken care of by Ski Oull Club ,toys' and bakery goods
not reappear, but neither did the jump farther, and straighter, than
erick Anderson. Ann Ludwig and Bernice Melvin; bark row, Marilyn Spear. Betty Crozier. Beverly Gerrish,
father in Boston.
This is the first time a race of j Our Christmas activities were
secret man. Miss Moss thoug-t she anyone I ever saw,"
would know his form again. She
"I was just wondering,” she proMr and Mrs A. L. Vose of Rock- Nancy Leach. Louise Vlmer and Patricia Whitehill.
this type has been undertaken and more extenslve than ever this year.
fell to talking with Thayer, and tested, her cheek bright with pleas- j land were guests Sunday of Mr
the skier must use every ounce of with baskets being distributed in
will conduct a cooked food sale Fri
when by and by the Inspector and ure in his praise.
and Mrs. Earl Benner
skill
to maneuver the trail as it is Rockland, Rockport, Thomaston,
Clint returned, she thought her time
"I think you’ve hit it," he said.
day at 3 o'clock in the vacant store
Nathan Farwell is spending the
(Continued
from
Page
One)
classified
as expert, intermediate, land St. Oeorge. In addition the
here had not been misspent.
"Derrie missed it, and Heale. and
next to the Clover Farm store.
and
novice.
The layout of this na- Universalist Church supplied 12
winter
in
Rockland.
zs
z*\
zs
z>
Clint said eagerly: “I've seen her. so did I. But I think you've hit it
Charles Wilson, baritone, will be j
zs zs zs zs
The pictures were exceptionally tional Park System and Trail was dinners to needy families. ClothTalked with her. She's a wonder!” on the nose, We'U see." He looked
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey visit
heard Saturday at 11.IS in a broad- [
ALENA L. STARRETT
Miss Moss said: "Is she, Clint? ahead. "Clint, pull in at the first ed friends Monday- in Rockland.
1 cast of hvmns over WRDO This good' and marlled by Joes runnlng engineered by the foremost author- lng’ toys- fruit and “* cream WPre
Correspondent
That's fine." But she looked ex drug-store,” he said. "I want to tele
’
fire of exclamatioi) and flashes of, ,ty tn
country
(given to 112 children at a Christmas
program will be continued at that
Mrs. Marden DeShon of Portland
£
£
phone.”
pectantly at the older man.
humor for which the popular superTh(, race u
to start at party We supplied 50 names of
i station every Saturday over the next
was guest speaker at the meeting ;
Inspector Tope without a word got
Tel 49
visor ts noted.
ng a m
p
| needy people for a private party on
i several weeks. Mr Wilson already
Into the car, and Clint took the
(To Be Continued)
of the Woman's Club Tuesday after- !
He
spoke
briefly
of
the
PittmanAddress
all
correspondence
to
Christmas day. Included in this.
wheel. They started back toward
noon. Hostesses were Mrs Flor- I Tlie orchestra which played for llas had several request numbers
Robinson
bill,
a
federal
act
passed
3^
Blackman
secretary
Ski
Gull
aid was glven to needy Persons as
Boston,
ence Hahn, Mrs. Ida Soule. Mrs . the Eastern Star installation was . from friends.
APPLETON
ln September. 1937. creating a tax J club o{
I requested by the Red Cross and
"Accident?” Miss Moss asked
The home of Mr and Mrs Edwin
Hazel Eaton and Mrs Nellie Boggs directed by Mrs. Willis Vinal.
on firearms and amunition. Maine
Welfare department. It ls a great
presently.
Gammon was the scene of a family
E Ashley Waiter Jr., William H.
Arnold Pitman spent last week
Tope answered in an abstracted
The committee to serve supper
will receive $18,000 a year from
satisfaction to be able to help needy
Brooks,
Jr.,
Chester
Light
and
Mrs
'
gathering
Tuesday
night
in
a
sur

FRIENDSHIP
tone: "Doctor Derrie says so! He end at hls home here.
Friday at Crescent Temple. P. S.
this source.
families in a small way with this
Mrs. Oertrude Starrett of War B G Miller attended the meeting will be Mrs Mildred Starrett and prise birthday party for Herbert
will call It accident, yes.” He
Mr. Stickney also showed 400 feet
temporary aid. We wish you who
Joint
Pythian
Installation
I
Waltz,
who
was
79
on
that
day.
aighed, as though he were tired. ren. who has been caring for Mrs. of the Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Mu
Mrs. Mabel Mills.
of film made Inside and outside of
Friendship Temple. P S and Me- make u possible could see the ex•'The trouble with me.” he con
Present were, Mr. and Mrs Waltz,
nicipal officers Monday in Rock
Saturday Miss Ruth Moodv is with land.
land.
i ^r. and Mrs. Raymond Jones of Mrs
Young Mrs Edwln the Maine State Prison. The tall duncook Lodge. K P.. were jointly (Pressions of gratitude and Joy with
fessed, 'I'm a meddling fool.”
Mrs Scott Somes of Edgecomb JetJerson were callers Sunday at Ganunon, Miss Mary Trone. Mrs form of Warden J°hn « Welch installed Jan. 19 with a large at- whk?h « »• received
"What is it?” she asked. "What her aunt Mrs Mcody while she is
Family Aid—Families assisted. 86
disturbs you?”
convalescing
has been recent guest of Mrs Hilda the home of Mr and Mrs Lawrence chisie T^ne. and Mr. and Mrs andplcturw ofother officials were tendance from
Camden. ThomasHe wagged his head doubtfully. “I
Dr M C Stephenson examined all Somes.
Dolham
George Martin and family of th"PPeedflyrealized
It was the best ton. Warren and Rockland District • not included in Christmas aidi;
don't know,” he admitted. "Here's the children's teeth in the schools
Mrs Rodney Rowe of Bangor lias
Funeral services for John Man- ■ town, and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence j description of State Prison life that, Deputy O. C. Oertrude Oliver was garments given. 243: shoes dlstribua woman dead, and as far as you can
beer, a recent guest of Mrs. Virgil ninen. 6f). who died in Rockland, Benner and son, Richard, of Wal- has ever been put before the pub the installing officer for Friendship • ted. 46; furniture given. 2; day old
aee, there’s no mystery about it. Tuesday.
Temple, her assistants being Daisy bakery goods. 61; a one day outing
Hot
lunches
are
being
served
in
Wallace.
were held at the Russell funeral deboro. Mr. Waltz was the recipient lic.
But there are a lot of little things,
The deer outlook for next year Simmons. Eva Russell, Eda Lawry , »'»s given to 50 mothers and childstrange, unusual—”
the primary and grammar schools
Rev. Thomas Brindley of Auburn 1 home Monday, with Rev. L. Clark of a handsomely decorated birthday
is 100 percent,’ Warden Stickney ! and Harriet Tillson. Mabel Beal ten at Sandy Shores last summer.
Miss Moss asked: "What are at the village.
State Secretary of the United Bap- Frencn officiating. The bearers cake.
they? That Miss Leaford should run
Mrs Earle Moore is local chair-1told The Courier-Gazette reporter and Bea trice Grant had charge of 1 Transient Servtce—Meals supplied
Miss Alice Mooney, R N. was a tist Convention will be the speaker were Harvey Post, Frank Silonen
(or a doctor, without stopping to
William Anttila. and Anton Riutta. , man of the Infantile Paralysis "They are roamitl8 a» over Wash- (the children, a part of the program 90; shoes given, 33; garments given.
Sunday at the Baptist Church.
caller Wednesday at the schools.
dress, for instance?”
The body was entombed at the, Campaign
Badges have been in8*on and Hancock counties; also which was particularly effective.
j39. Total transients helped who
The old man made a gesture as
Kenda11 Moody was overnight
Newccmbe Cemetery fcr burial in piaced in every store and are on ln Waldo Knox and Lincoln coun- , Music for marching was furnished would have called on individuals for
though to brush away an annoying guest Saturday of his grandparents,
MARTINSVILLE
the spring at North Warren Mr. sale by the school children. Local 1ties Moose are on the decline, and by Mrs. Anna Clifford, cello; Ar- this service, if the Army did not
ewarm of mosquitoes. "Why, that, Mr. and Mrs L. N. Moody,
Mrs Harding Coid is employed at and Mrs L Nixsenen of Keene, N. churches and lodges are asked to co- there will not be any In the State thur MacFarland, violin; and Llew render It, 141
yes,” he agreed. "Then the tgle- Friends of E E Sprague were
25 years' hence”.
ellyn Oliver, piano. Kay Davis and
New Features and Plan*
phone was out of order, and the elec- ,
w him ovt ggajf, aftcr be- the Dormanette in Ro: kland
H„ the Latter, sister of the deceased ) operate.
tric light went out at the wrong ing confined to his home for a short
her attendants, Marleen Davis. RobMr. and Mrs. Fred A. Carter of were present for the services, and i These officers have been elected
The Introduction of many
time, and the front door of the house
ert Beale and Lewis Grant presented phases of Army activity in RockRockland were supper guests Friday , during their Stay herewere guests by Mystery Circle of the Mystic Reblew open in spite of the fact it was time with an injured foot.
carnations to each of the newly-ln- land is the plan of Adjutant Seaver.
Rev.
and
Mrs
Harold
Nutter
cf
o(
Mr
and
Mrs.
H
H
Hupper.
of
Mrs
Ida
Niemi.
bekah
Lodge:
President,
Mrs
Alice
always bolted at night. And then
stalled cfflcers, and while the offl- With the co-operation of the local
this man that lives up here in lhe Scuth Montville were callers here [ The Ladies Circle was entertained ' Harold Boggs, now occupying his Buck; vice presidents, Mrs Adelle
(cers sang “Rock of Ages" a tableau officers of the Corps, plans are deSaturday.
at Wheelbarrow Farm last Thursday newly built home, may be reached Stanford, Mrs. Chisie Trone. secwoods—"
LIDAO CHAMPNET
was presented. The installing offi-' veloping along promising lines. A
Miss Moss broke in with a ques
Appleton High boys'played bas- "ith 16 present. The next meeting by telephone, the number 15-21. ’ retarj-treasurer, Mrs Edna Moore:
Corespondent
tion: "What is he like? What did you ketball in Appleton Wednesday iis wlth Mrs. Jean Bachelder.
cer presented gifts to each ot her Girl Guard Troop is in formation
Mr and Mrs Harvey Bubar. who ' penny collector, Miss , Christine
think ot him?”
ftftftft
assistants and to the M E. C. Lois and already boasts the membership
with Rockland Junior Varsity team. Joseph Murray of Rockland called are employedat the winter home 1 Starrett
"He's a strong man,” answered The score was 18 to 13 in favor of (Sunday
Brcwn and Evelyn Hail who had of several young ladles between the
Tel 2229
on hls sister Miss Edith of Mr. and Mrs L. J Gumpert ln
Tope, “doing nothing. Lives up
he.ped to make the year a success ' ages of 12 and 18 years. These meet
Rockland
The
High
School
girls
Murray.
Hewlett
Harbor,
Long
Island,
will
An
Informal
Tea
there alone, writes poetry for fun,
Mrs. once each week for the purpose of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn of by their faithful efforts.
tramps around the woods, and looks with Miss Weymouth's help organ- ' O. N. Bachelder is gainingrapid- leave Sunday with Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. William S. Stackhhouse,
his recent operation
Gumpert for New Smyrna. Fla. | bride of the Rev. Mr Stackhouse, Belfast were guests of Mr and Mrs Brown bestowed a personal present outdoor activity as hiking, nature
at Miss Leaford as though she ized an Outing Club last Thursday J ly from
meant a lot to him. He told me The officers elected were: Presi
si-
Merton Anthony entertained the where they wiU spend the remainder 1 p^,. of U)e
Church wfts H O Heistad Saturday afternoon. on the installing officer.
study, skating. A Band of Love
that now that her mother is dead, he dent, Doris Hustus; vice president
Grand Master at Arms, George has been reorganized and hobby
nt "63e«" at his home at Port Clyde of the winter, located at Ei. Re-al- > guest of honor
afWrnoon
Nineteen members attended file
had a mind to take June away from Effie Hill; secretary-treasurer, Dor- Wednesday night.
Grand Ledge of Maine, classes are conducted weekly for
High scorers Retiro. They expect to return the ■ al a delightful and informal tea meeting of the Trytohelp Club ®ray °f
here.”
othy Salo.
j were Mrs. Claribel Andrews and first of May.
Monday
night
at
the
home
of
Miss
j
a-s
district
deputy grand children between the ages 8 and 12
given by the Baptist Ladies Circle
Clint cried angrily: “He did? That
Helen
Small.
At
the
business
sesi
chan
ceH°
r
.
installed
the
Knights, as- years. A recent graduate of the
-----------------Henry
Lowell.
i
Dana
H.
Smith
Sr.
of
the
S.
S.
—tramp! I’ll—”
( at the Montgomery rooms. The af
; Mrs. William Harris is in improved Texan, passed the weekend with hts fair was attended by 50. among sion plans were made for a Valen ‘L-^, b>. J°hn Mltche11 acting w local High School supervises this
Miss Moss asked acutely: "If he's
NORTH HOPE
grand master at arms, and Fessen activity. An instruction class of
health.
family in this town.
go fond ot Miss Leaford, what does
them, members of the Congrega tine party to be held Feb 12 at the
The Square Circle met last Thurs 1 Mr. and Mrs. W. A Simmons enbe think ot the rest of the Kenesaw
Ethel Wotton who was a patient tional Church and Circle, including Baptist vestry at which time the den Wlnchenpaw, as grand prelate. knitting meets weekly, and yarn has
connection?”
Following the ceremonies special been purchased at a nominal sum
day at the home of Olive Ludwig tertained at supper Saturday Mr at Knox Hospital, six weeks, re- the pastor, Rev. Clark French and husbands of members will be spe
Tope chuckled. "He talked quite Sandwiclies. coffee and candy were ' and jjrs h. H. Hupper.
■ turned Monday to her heme at Mrs. French.
cial guests. Committees appointed musical selections were played by for this purpose.
a lot about them,” he admitted. served by the hestess. The next jjr. and Mrs. William Butman of Pleasantville.
Mrs. Clifford, Mr MacFarland and
Cadets Virl Alley and Maude
Decorations featured evergreen are: Supper, Mrs. Viola Spear. Mrs.
■••He seemed to know them pretty
Mr Oliver who were heartily ap Staples, two young people of Rock
meeting will be held at Mrs. Lottie Rockland were guests Sunday at
RevS. Stackhouse will deLina
Joyce,
Mrs.
Diana
Pitts;
en

well, know a lot about them. He
and the centerpiece was of mixed
plauded. The chancellor command land. are attending the Salvation
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Uver U»e fourth sermon, "The Peace snapdragons.
says old Mrs. Bowdon and her Hali s
The bouquet was tertainment, Mrs. Helen Overman.
Mrs. Clara Hall was a caller Sun- Hooper.
i That Passeth Understanding ' in presented to the honor gtiest after ( Mrs Haze^ Cain, Mrs. Evelyn Cun- er, Charles Orant, called for re Army Eastern Training College in
daughter, Mrs. Taine, have things
Mjss Marguerite Watts was week. the series on “Spiritual Man in the tea. Mrs. Leroy Norwood and' nin8ham: decorations and tables, marks from Rev Van Deman, pas New York this year, and upon
gheir own way up there. He said day on Mrs. E. D. Perry and Mrs
|end guesl of Miss Doris Wood in, Physical Body" Sunday morning at
they were like people living in the A. I. Perry.
Mrs. Isa Teague poured Misses Mrs Lida Champney, Mrs Edith tor of the Methodist Church, Gert graduating in June will commis
Walley below a big dam. Bowdon is
Miss Patricia Perry was recent Tenants Harbor.
tlle Baptist Church. At the evening Janet Wade. Mary Trone and Ella j Overlook. Mrs. Mildred Easton. Next rude Oliver, Oeorge Oray, Hollis sioned officers to serve ln some
a wealthy man, and Hurder too; guest of her grandmother, Mrs. W.
Mrs. Ivan Simmons has returned service lhe pastor will give a pag- Simmons served.
Arrangements week
club wU1 meet at ,he homP Oilclirist of Thomaston, Ezra Sholes Salvation Army Post in New Eng
and their money is like the water
from Knox Hospital.
eant «rmon. "The Light That were in chaa-ge of Mrs. Chester of the president, Mrs. Wilma Rhodes. of Somerville, Mass., and John land.
Loren Dow and Lou Tiffany of
down the valley when they die, flow
Frank Rider went to North Ha- Mitchell.
A meeting of persons interested 1
ln which ten girls in cos- Wyllie, Mrs. Percy Kenniston, Mrs.
In September, a harvest sale of
into new channels. The others all Camden were visitors Sunday at ln reViVdng the orange wdi he held tumc wdl aPPear to dramatize the Emery Simmons, Mrs. Raymond Iven Wednesday for the remainder
A past chancellor's Jewel was pre
fruits and vegetables and fancy
sit there waiting for the dam to Willow Brook,
sented to the retiring chancellor
address. Church school will meet Borneman, Mrs. Leroy Norwood, of the week.
work, donated by farmers and
break, with their buckets ready to j Mr. and Mrs. John Jackson were Jan. 29 at the Grange hall.
at 9 45.
Rev. and Mrs. C. Vaughn Over commander, Howard Beale, by the friends in Rockland and vicinity,
Miss
Tena
McCallum,
and
Mrs.
catch the overflow, afraid they U let
sUn<jay at Willard Hall's and
Sunday School will meet at 2.15 Charles Wilson.
man were dinner guests Tuesday grand master at arms, Oeorge Oray, netted $130 for Missionary work in
few drops get away,
E. D. Perry's.
RADIO REPAIRING
At the close of the ceremonies, re
in the Pleasantville Rural School,
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Moss said softly: "That's
On
the
program
were:
Comet
the United States, such as S. A. Hos
AH makes serviced and reronMrs. Edrick Edgecomb is visiting
freshments
were served by members
and
will
be
followed
by
the
worship
Arthur
K.
Walker.
•ftihy they’re afraid!”
ditioned. Costs of parts and
solo, "Rose of Tralee" by Alfred
pitals, Old Age retreats, and other
her
daughter
Mrs.
Albert
Pease.
of
Friendship
Temple.
A
social
Tope looked at her in quick atten
work estimated. Tubes tested service at 2.30.
A rehearsal in preparation for
Wyllie; tenor solo, “The Sweetest
activities not self-supporting. Dur
free of charge.
tion. "Eh?” he exclaimed. “Why I
------------------The Teague crew completed ice Story Ever Told," Chester Wyllie; installation of Harbor Light Chap hour followed.
ing the Community Chest and Hos
MALNE
MUSIC
CO.
should they be afraid? After all. GEORGES RIVER ROAD
cutting Monday. Ice was 15 inches song, "South of the Border' Miss ter OE.S. is called for tonight at
pital Campaign last fall. Salvation
the money can t get out ot the fam_____
Frank Winchenbach, Service
thick.
Daucett,
Charles
Simmons;
II,
Lee
Allison Stackhouse, who played her Masonic hall. AU officers, outgo
Dept.
3Th-tf
Army workers supplied a noonday
ily.'
The Finnish people of Long Cove
The Ann Hasseltine Senior Guild own guitar accompaniment; read ing and incoming, are urged to be Jamieson; I, Mary Churchill; pre
"Having thingz makes people
luncheon to 75 workers.
and Tenants Harbor will arrange a
primary,
Elinor
Auspland,
Flora
r
afraid,” she reminded him. "A man r
ings “Brave Love," and “The La present at 7.30.
The loss of M. R. Pillsbury and
wvith nothing to lose has nothing to social gathering to be held in the
Mrs. Veda Brown entertained the Eaton.
dies' Aid" by Miss Tena McCallum;
Earle
McIntosh was felt keenly by
gear,”
Finnish Church Sunday evening at
At the Baptist Church Sunday,
baritone solos "Oh Promise Me," and T Club of Rockland, of which she
the Advisory Board
Both had
Tope shook his head. "I don’t 7 o'clock. Tlie proceeds will go to
Rev.
C.
Vaughn
Overman
,
will
“I Promise You," Charles Wilson. is a member at sewing and late
served
and
co-operated
as board
know," he demurred. “It's mighty the reIief fund for pjniand. The
Mrs. Chester Wyllie was accom lunch Aiday night at her home on preach at 11 a. m. a sermon of spe members over a period of years.
«asy to be afraid ... There s one gunday school will meet at 2 o'clock. I
cial interest to women, using as a
Main street.
panist.
other thing—probably no connection.
The changes we have tried to
Twentieth Century Club will meet subject "They Who Serve." At the
But when Clint and I were on our
Following
the
program,
Mrs.
Wyl
Vou
C
-an
Do
It
Better witli
make
would not have been passible
Loosent Up Thick
way in to Glovere’s cabin, we saw
lie, in behalf of the Circle and PrUtoy aftprnoon at th« Methodist evening service at 7 he will speak
without the understanding help of
a man in the woods. He was com
Choking Phlegm of
from
the
topic
"De
We
Need
the
parsonage
with
Mrs
N.
F.
Atwood
as
friends, presented an end table to
the Advisory Board and we are
ing down the path toward us; but he
hostess. Mrs. Minetta Paul will be Christian Civic League?" using
Mrs.
Stackhouse.
spotted us, about as soon as we
grateful for their co-operation. We
slides
to
show
some
of
the
work
the reader giving a review of the
saw him, a hundred yards away or
which is being accomplished by thl^stlU have visions of further ln*
book
"Three
Grass
Huts."
so. And he ducked to one side, out
Have you wondered why some homes are more
TENANT'S HARBOR
Prin. Clayton Smith of the Grade organization. Christian Endeavor creasing the program and thereby
of the way, and kept out of sight
comfortably healed than othern? The answer
of being of greater service to the
school
reports this list of students service at 6 p. m.
While we went by.”
Those from out of town who at
is* in the fuel that's used. You'll find D&II
The G. W. Bridge Club met Tues- (P*0Ple of Rockland,
"Why didn’t you speak to him?”
as having perfect attendance for
tended
funeral
services
for
Charles
1 "Clint here was in a hurry to go Thus Soothing Irritation and
Anthracite is easv-to-regulate anti supplies extra C. Wall were Albert Robinson and one half school year; Grade VUI, day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Making Breathing Easier
on,” the Inspector chuckled.
warmth to your home for il is pure, aeeurately Joseph Robinson of Rockland. Mrs. Mark Hawkins, Sylvia Heald, Ar Mary Whitman. Next week Mrs.
Spend 45c today at any
“I didn't even see this man,”,
, drug
_ store for
Edith Bennett will be hostess at her
a
“T tbinlr tho Tn ! a bottle of Buckley’s CANADIOL Mixture
siz.etl
elean burning coal. For your supply— J. S. MacDonald of Warren, Mr. and lene Keller, Pearl Knight, Gerald
Clint explained.
I think the In- <tr»pie acting). Pour yourself a teaspoonhome in Camden.
Richards,
Merton
Warren;
VII,
Mrs.
George
Davis,
Mrs.
Fred
Davis
spector imagined him. He’s seeing fut of Buckley’s CANADIOL Mixture, let
jusl call
...
»»
1 it lie on vour tongue a moment then
Edward Alvah Skinner, 68, died
Margaret
Ames,
Rita
Cash,
Robert
and
daughter
Mrs.
Vera
Robinson
things today, anyway.
j swa||0w slowly. Feel Its instant Dowerful
of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hare, Ralph Murray Arlene Spear, Wednesday following a lingering ill Without Calomel-*And You'll Jump Out of
Miss Moss sat thoughtful for a pungent action spread through throat,
CALL
487
head ana bronchial tubes. Starts at once
Bed in the Morning Barin' to Go
while; but she said at last, smiling: tc loosen thick, choking phlegm making
Simmons and Ralph Averill of Port June Stiles, Patricia Wall; VI, ness. Funeral services will be held
easier.
The liver should pour out two pints of
—He didn’t imagine this. I saw your breathing
Clyde.
Gladys Blackington, Charles Heald, Sunday at 2 o'clock at the Baptist liquid
No claim is made that Buckley's is a
bile into your bowels daily. If this
man come out of the woods. The cure for Bronchitis or Asthma but sufKenneth
Marston,
Evangeline Church, Rev. C. Vaughn Overman bile is not flowing freely, your food may
..raff nroprietor has a daughter, lews
find Buckley's CANADIOL
not digest. It may just decay in the bowels.
»<**“»*
.
t
_ Mixture (the largest selling cough medimedi
ROCKLAND
In the last year 54 American sea Noyes, Shirley Staples; V, Mildred officiating. Interment will be in Gas bloats up your stomach. You get consti
S19 MAIN ST.,
Be calls her Lissa 1 think that was cine m all Canada for coughs due to colds
pated. You feel sour, sunk and tho world
men
hvae been killed in automobile Tolman, Joan Thurston; IV, Arlene Amesbury Hill cemetery.
She
was
with
me
and
bronchial
irritations)
starts
right
in
to
looks punk.
jjer young man.
loosen up that choking phlegm which
It takes those good, old Carter's Little
Anderson
Roberta
McKenney,
Reacciednts,
while
only
33
were
when he came In sight, but she left seems to clog the tubes and makes oreathLiver Pills to get these two pints of bile
then and neither of them re- ing difficult It helps m«ny to get a betThree-year-old Harriet Lofland flowing freely to make you feel “up and
Quimby;
Henrietta
Stiles,
drowned
at
sea,
indicating
that
the
1
8ina
PENNSUVANIA
HARD
COAL
jne Uien,
ter n,„ht S resl Be sure you get Buckley's
THE FAVORITE
up.”. Amazing In making bile flow freely.
appeared.
i CANADIOL Mixture (over 10 million
safest place for a sailor is aboard Richard Freeman; III, Marie Bow- of Liberal, Kan., swallowed 83 but Ask for Cartor’a Little Liver Pills by name.
1 Tope chuckled. "Trust you to dig b0£']^_ *°!(?1his ship.
den, Edward Auspland, Forrest tons without suffering any ill effects. 10f and 25f. 8tubbornly refun anything «!««,
THE CORNER DRUG STORK
any
romance that'* lying

uv II8IISIM /AfcffilfcS WliO IAV

WARREN

Rousing Meeting

ROCKPORT

HOME HEATING...

BRONCHIAL
ASTHMA!

D&II ANTHRACITE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
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guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tol
man.
Rehearsals are being held by the
High School Orchestra, directed by
Whom You Will Take To Your Heart When She Talks
Miss Phyllis Black.
MRS. OSCAR C. 1ANE -v,,
Correspondent
?
Children s night will be observed
About Household Matters
Feb. 6 at Ocean Bound Rebekah
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Barton I Lodge. In charge of the program
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
J are Gertrude Vinal, Helen Orcutt,
went Monday to Ashaway, R. I.
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1 30 p. m over Stations
WNAC. Boston: WTAO. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC. Hartford;
Mrs. Doris Arey will entertain , Edith Nickerson and Dorothy CasWICC Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ Bangor)
i sie.
the Knit-Wits and the Night
Etta Beverage of North Haven
Hawks tonight at the home 9! her
was
recent guest of iMr. and Mrs.
In the January Issue of ' The toasted buttered rolls with tartar
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Nels Stord, Oeorge Bragdon.
Woman" it says Lucy Stone, nine- ' sauce for a zippy cocktail sauce?
lial
teenth century advocate of woman
You could have your oysters
The Neighborhood Club met Mon
suffrage, did housework at three wrapped In bacon strips and spiked
SOMERVILLE
day night with Mrs. O. V. Drew.
cents an hour to go to college. And with toothpicks already to slip
Iona L. Black. Great Pocahontus
Waneta Peaslee has resumed em a year or so ago Reader's Digest under the broiler when you get
of Maine, who was to be in town ployment in Pownal after spending printed the rules that were in force back home, the rolls could be split
tonight to organize a Pocahontus a few days at her home here.
at Mt. Holyoke In 1837. "No young and buttered and Arranged on a
Council is unable to be present.
lady shall become a member of Mt. cookie sheet in short order for toastFrank French is suffering from
Her subsequent arrival will be an
Holyoke Seminary who cannot ing. Hot coffee, hot spiced tea or
broken ribs sustained in a recent
nounced.
kindle a fire, wash potatoes, repeat mulled 'cider with doughnuts and
fall.
the multiplication table and at cheese would top off that fare,
Mrs. Ernest Macintosh enter
Edgar Wentworth lias been spend least two-thirds of the shorter cate- (Even the doughnuts can be split,
tained the Antique Club Wednes
ing a few days with his grandmother chism. Every member of the school buttered and toasted, then put 'today.
Mrs. Maude Skillin in Benton.
shall walk at least a mile unless a gether again sandwich fashion
The Mother and Daughter Club
Mrs. Marion Brown and children freshet, earthquake or some other with cheese spread between.) Hot
will meet Friday with Mrs. Han y L. accompanied by Theresa Ward of
calamity prevent. No young lady mince and apple turnovers or ginCoombs.
<>
China were callers Sunday at the shall devote more than an hour a gersnaps and cheese make a hit
H. A. Townsend was in Rockland home of Mr and mA H. L. Hayes day to miscellaneous reading. No with the outdoors crowds too. Just
Tuesday on a business trip.
i
in Chelsea.
young lady is expected to have have plenty of food, have It piping
The Saturday-Niters met Jan. 20
Charles Brown and Omer Brann gentlemen acquaintances unless they hot and keep it simple .. . those are
with Mr. and Mrs. Theron Smith,
are engaged in delivering birch are returned missionaries or agents the three fundamental rules for this
featuring the birthdays of the hosts
sort of party.
of benevolent societies."
wood to Oakland.
who were the recipients of gifts.
Ocean Spray Cranberry Punch
We thought of those staid laws,
Mrs.
Bessie
Hisler
is
confined
to
Luncheon included a large birthday
One and one-half cups sugar, 3
rigidly
enforced,
watching
a
crowd
>
cake. The next meeting will be at the house by illness.
cups boiling water, 2 cups Ocean
;
Harvey
Emery
who
has
employ- of college boys and girls waiting
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vernard
for a Snow Train at North Station Spray Cranberry Sauce, one-third
i ment in Augusta spent Monday at
Warren.
the other day. The girls were cup lemon juice. 1 quart carbonated
Mrs. Nels Stordhal. who recently his home here.
jaunty in serge ski pants and water, ti cup maraschino cherTles
underwent a surgical operation at I Weston Brown of Jefferson was a sweaters, rosy, carefree, eyes shin- with juice.
Knox Hospital is expected home visitor Monday at the home of his ing with excitement . . . the boy< Dissolve sugar ln hot water, add
mother Alphena Brown.
Saturday.
certainly weren't returned mission- sauce and stir until smooth; add
Mrs. Clyde Macintosh entertained
Theresa Ward of China spent the aries or agents of benevolent so- ■ lemon juice and strain through fine
Monday night at two tables of weekend with Hazel Brown.
cleties. Those poor young ladies of sieve or cheesecloth; chill When
bridge.
Tlie children of Mr. and Mrs. Per a hundred years ago would have ready to serve, pour over block of
Mrs. Joel Wooster and daughter cival Hisler arc confined to the fainted dead on the spot at the i ice in .punch bowl; add carbonated
goings on
j water and cherries, chopped fine,
Jean of North Haven have been house witli the measles.
We started to discuss "eats" for ! wilh >“**■ Approximate yield: 3
skiing parties
the young ladies
°r “ 20 Portions,
of this age have ravenous appetites. I Ilorlda f elery an
nge
SUPERFINE PANCAKES t- L, . ? _ too. incidentally. Did you see the 1 clean crlsP' wel1 bleached Plonda
idea for a ski supper in the Feb- ! cplw>'' curl a dozen or more pieces
1 cut two inches long. Cut each piece
ruary Ladies Home Journal? Every
atac* ai a /dipF’Yt
ln shreds from both ends toward
thing set forth on a toboggan set on
j the middle, leaving half an Inch
clothes horses, the gay napkins
not cut through; place in ice water,
fastened to the rope with clothes
Pillsbury's pancakes
to which lemon juice has been
pins, peasant plates and cups and
save you time and
added, and leave until ends are
saucers and plenty of piping hot
effort... but thc best thing about
fcod. Hamburg buns and frankthem is that they're so wonder
fort rolls are standard winter sports
fully good to eat!
fare, baked beans and toasted brown
Juil AJJ M.lk
or Wafer
Women who suffer painful, irregular
bread sandwiches equally popular;
periods with nervous moody spells due
hot oyster stew or baked ham and
to functional cause, should try Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, made
escallcped oysters never go begging
especially to help weak, rundown women
to go smiling Thru such “trying times.**
or how about oysters wrapped in
Trg «/
bacon and broiled to tuck into

A MAID CALLED MILLS

VINALHAVEN

^EMfll£PfllN>

Pillsburys Pancake Flour

Page Five

curled. Wipe thc heart stalks and
old duughler oi Mr. and Mrs. Al- | llattic McFarland remains critically
NORTH WARREN
cut in half-inch pieces; marinate
ford Wiley, is recovering from in- In
with French dressing. Arrange in
Reports of the ill in tills vicinity: fluenza.—Mrs. Charles Lovejoy is
-----------------a mound ln center of a nest of let Charles W. Mank has been confined
111 at the home of her parents in
The average American city emtuce leaves and garnish with thin to the house the past week with a Noith Waldoboro.—L. Mank is able ploys 10 municipal workers for every
slices of Florida orange cut length severe cold.—Verna Wiley, six-year- to be up and about the house —Mrs. 1000 population.
wise and then crosswise, overlap
ping each other and the curled
celery.
Morrell EZ-Cut Ham Slice with
Welch's Currant Jelly
Place a slice of Morrell E-Z-Cut
Ham (one inch thick) in a baking
pan. Spread with Welch’s Red
Currant Jelly and bake in a hot
oven (400 degrees F.) 10 minutes,
basting once or twice with the jelly.
Serve on a warm platter, pouring
the jelly sauce about the ham. Rice
croquettes go perfectly with this
FINAST . OVEN BAKED IN NEK ENGLAND
dish.
I
Honey Pumpkin Pie
One and one -half cups steamed,
FINAST - JUST HEAT AND SERVE - RICh IN RAISINS
strained pumpkin. 1 cup cream. 1
cup milk, 1 cup honey, 1 teaspoon
salt, 1 teaspoon cinnamon, 3 eggs,
FINAST - MADE WITH SOLID RIPE TOMATOES
well beaten, unbaked pie shell.
Combine the ingredients and pour
BOTS
into an unbaked pie shell. Place in
a hot oven < A25 degrees F.) 15 min
utes, then reduce to 325 degrees F.
Bake until mixture Ls firm, about
FANCY FAT BACKS LB
30 minutes. More spices may be
added if desired.
MENU
BROOKSIDE
Breakfast
ML
ROLL
Welch's Grape Juice with
Pineapple Juice
Grapenuts and Cream
Presto Pancakes with Syrup
10 LB.
Coffee
BAG
Lunch
Toasted Frankfurters with
Relish and French's mustard
Brer Rabbit Ginger Cookies
Hot Nestle's
FINAST
LB.
Dinner
"Morrell's Ham Slice with
Welch's Red Currant Jelly
Rice Croquettes
Buttered String Beans
'Florida Celery and Orange Salad
•Honey Pumpkin Pie
Coflee
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
'Recipes given.
TINS
. .____

b/g famft/res

AT B!6 SAV/NPS/

BAKED BEANS

2 as 23*

BROWN BREAD

2

23*

KETCHUP

2

25*

SALT PORK

35c

BUTTER

Fine Granulated
100 lb bag $5.20

PURE
LARD

The annual crop of ice was har
vested on the Lily Pond the past
week.
Jasper Eaton has bought a boat
frem Erland Quinn of Eagle.
Olive Pickering, who is 97 years
old. is 111.
Wcrd was received Sunday of the
death of Charles V. Nye of Water
bury. Conn. Mr. Nye has been a
summer resident here for several
years
Oapt Willie Greene who has
been receiving medical treatment In
Portland is at home.

A,. 1 a I Cloverdale
£K ° IOC 1 OLEO

SF

DOLLARS-AND-CENTS

Grapefruit

idler
’

Softer
More
Absorbent

handy towels

beat the bargains in used cars now offered by Ford Dealers.

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

LINCOLN

Invest a few minutes with your Ford Dealer. You'll want to
grab the car of your choice right away, before someone else

beats you to it, for these good automobiles are priced to gol
Your present car will probably be sufficient for the down payment.

Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

The balance can be taken care of in attractive terms to suit any budget.

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down

ONLY FORD DEALERS GIVE YOU “R&G” PROTECTION

Don't buy any used car until you see us I

A. M.
5.30 Lv.
6.30 Lv.
7.30 Lv.
8.15 Lv.
9.30 Ar.

Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

Read Up

P. M.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
117-tf

BACKACHE CAUSED BY—

WALDOBORO OARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

WALDOBORO, MAINE

TELEPHONE 475

TELEPHONE 61

JUICE

2

Backache may be caused by sluggish
kidneys.
If excess acid and other
wastes ar? not regularly eliminated It
may also lead to getting up nights,
burning, scanty or frequent flow, leg
or rheumatic pains, headache or dizzi
ness
Keep Kidneys active same as
bowels Get a 25c box of Bukets from
any druggist. Your 25c back In 4 days
If not pleased. Locally at Charles W.

Sheldon, druggist; C. H. Moore Ac Co.

29*

a6oi

TINS

16 oz
’S
Marmalade OLDECHIVER
TIN 23*
ENGLISH
Vi LB
Chocolate FINAST BAKING £ CAKES
19<

,

MAW*

.

No J I*
TIN

19*

TINS

STAR BRAND
(PlAINl

/icJientf. Sp-ecicbU.

23c

QT
BOT

,

.

RAISIN POUND CAKE “ 25c
PAN BISCUITS 12 BISCUITS PAN 8c

Cut-Rite Wax Paper

; 5*

Ivory Soap 3

17*
39c
39c
39c

Q-S.

&Hur

2

bars16c

Oxydol

2

Rinso

2

* LS dAr,

■'•'••Zfi

Super Suds

2

BLUE PACKAGE
Concentrated

Prudence c0.5.r Hash

16*

Evangeline Milk

27*

Lakeshore Honey

19*

Sugar Cookies f"“si

23*

CAINS

of miles of secure, comfortable transportation, you can’t

our stock of excellent used cars.

23«

2

UNSWEETENED

Sweet Pickles

•■SS

Everyday Low Prices
FRESH DAILY

Long Loaf
BREAD

value, for thousands and thousands

You'll find the model and make you want, priced low, in

L

m

‘appetizing

HORSE RADISH

For

rt. ...rtl n
ZIC

Molasses «SSS » 'in
Clapp's baby Foods 3

* -tOA
to

FRESH DAILY!

IT IK Will If MIMI MUIEIMIII MTINUIU

...all makes, all models—

19

Gorton's HSH Cakes

DEER ISLE

Mrs. Mabel B:anchard entertained
the Rebekah Sewing Circle Wednes
day at her home in East Senebec
Fifteen, besides Mr and Mrs.
Blanchard, partook of the bountiful
dinner served by the hostess. A
short business session was called
by the president at which various
committees were appointed Patch
work was in order for the rema.nder
of the afternoon. The next circle
Jan. 31. is to be entertained at the
Odd Fellows' dining room by Mi s
Annie Pease and Mrs Ruth Pease.

STOCK OF USED CAR VALUES!

53

SLICED BACON
C

UNION

TO MOVE FORD DEALERS

10<

”“ 17n
a I■

2

LOAVES ■

Standard
TOMATOES

Richmond
COFFEE

3 39c

CRISCO or
SPRY

4 25c
15c
nwiT-'vamBiB

MAYFLOWER

Soda
CRACKERS

Finast
FLOUR

FLORIDA

FLORIDA

ORANGES 2 doz med 25c ORANGES 2 doz Ige 39c

LARGE

mcintosh

GRAPEFRUIT 4 for 17c APPLES
MELOFRIPE

4 lbs 23c
bunch 5c
TURNIPS 5 lbs 10c
BROCCOLI 2 lbs 19c
BANANAS

8 lbs 25c

CELERY 2 bchs 29c
CARROTS
bch 5c
SQUASH
5 lbs 10c
ONIONS 10 lb bag 27c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES
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jans will probably be John Karl ! a good fast game should be at the
ans were Walter Conley and H. P. 'orchestra, "Tchaikowski Themes;"
and Cobb Peterson at the guard i Community Building tonight. The
Blodgett of Rocklaud. Arthur Stev- i trumpet solo "Magnolia. Serenade,"
In
order
that
they
may
look
like
a
positions, "Red" LaCrosse at center, j admission is only 15 cents for adults
Peter
Sparta,
accompanied
by
Selma
ents
of
Augusta
and
W
A.
Cobb
of
Stanley Miller returned Tuesday
The battle of the century will
hockey team instead of a pick-up Belfast. Rexford Daniels was a Heal; orchestra, "La Cumpassita,"
and 10 cents for school pupils and
from a business trip to Boston.
Ace
McLeod and Austin Billings at
take place at the Community
every penny goes for new equip
members attended the Out/'L' the boys comprising the guest and made brief remarks about "Aloha Oe;" band, "March Eliza
Thirty
C.O.C. hockey team are going to his recent trip to Washington. D. C. beth," ’Star Spangled Banner." Building tonight at 7.30 when the forward, with Dick French and ment for the gym.
meeting of Ute Beta Alpha Monday ,
mQney fQr
preliminary game between the
The High School hockey team took . Those taking part in the concert Community Trojans tangle with Charlie Duff seeing plenty of action ,
at the Baptist vestry. In the ab new hockey * jerseys themselves.
'are: Violins—Mary Bryant, Phyllis the fast Camden Y.M.C.A. These at any one of these positions be- 1 Rockland Amocos and the Rockover
the
Belfast
Boy3
Club
in
a
sence of the president, Mrs. Lottie ;
They decided that the best way to fast game at the Snow Bowl rink Packard, Sybil Heal, Marie Young, two teams are undefeated so far | fore the battle is over Jim Flana port Aces will start the evenings
White the vice president, conduct- j
earn the money was by selling tick- Tuesday night by a score of 7-4 John Pearse, James Wentworth. ] this season and are so closely gan and George Huntley will be festivities.
ed the business meeting, following j
i ets on something. As this is in the Tlie Boys- Club has a strong team Lester Gross, Avard Chater, Ruth matched that anything can happen the referees, and quotes Mr. Flanawhich the time was spent sewing
Any player or players on
skating line it was decided that and Coach Bond of the High School Ntckerson. Marilyn Greenlaw, Sarah before the final whistle is sounded, j gan:
Judge of Probate Harry E. Wil
patchwork. Mrs Amy Tripp, Mrs.
a pair of skates would be most ap aggregation was well satisfied with Hary, Mary Hatch, Barbara Bar- Camden should be given a slight' either team starting any rough bur presided over Kennebec Coun
Myrtle Strong, Mrs. Eleanor Clark, propriate. A wonderful pair of the
the showing of his boys. The Cam- rett; trumpets—Peter Sparta, James edge over the Trojans, but the Tro-1 play will go out of the game so ty Probate Court Monday in the ab
Miss Eliza Whitney and Mrs. Rose latest type hockey skates have
den first string consists of L. Em- Hendricks. Frank Milliken, Alan japs have one of the best clubs in quick he will forget that they ever sence of Judge Harold E. Cooke
Eaton served refreshments. The
started playing basketball tonight." who recently suffered a heart at
been purchased and will be pn dis ery, C. Emery, P. Nuccio, H. Hatch, Johnson, Frank Parker, Selma Heal. three years.
next meeting will be held Peb. 5 play in the window of the Outing
Basketball fans who want to see tack.
E. Bracey, and V. Hardy. Substi Arno Knight, Edgar Allen, Vida | The starting line-up for the Troat the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley. , Club headquarters next to Haskell
tutes used were Brown, Young, Reed; clarinets—John Johnson.
Mrs. Alonzo Spaulding enter & CortheU's store The support of Johnson and Hendry.
Betty Heald, Eimor Coilemer. Doris
tained at luncheon and bridge j the townspeople will be greatly ap
Moody. Harold Hardy Frieda John
Tuesday her guests being. Mrs. Clif preciated by the boys as they would
son. Patricia Magee.
Instrumental Concert
ford Clark. Mrs. Enoch Clark, Mrs. like to have their new jersies in time
Trombones — Lnucille Connors.
Music
lovers
in
Knox
County
ate
Charles
Smith,
Mrs.
Vernon for the carnival.
Roland Marriner, Douglas Kelly;
looking lorward to tlie High School
Achorn. Mrs. Alton Grover, Mrs.
basses—Peter Nuccio, Jenness EugInstrumental Concert tonight in the
Dawson Brewer, and Mrs. Linwood
ley; baritone—Frank Magee: saxoCAMDEN
Opera House Tlie concert will be
Cunningham. High score prizes
under the direcfion of Roger Cal- blicnes Avery Smith, Hany John
were awarded Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
John L. Tewksbury is a medical derwood. director of Instrumental £on' ^rUla Packard' Norma Klng'
Brewer and the consolation to Mrs. patient and Mrs. Joseph Cote, a sur
Rita
Johnson;
horns—DorothyMusic at the High School and the
Enoch Clark.
gical patient at Community Hospi
Hardy,
Doris Carver, Geneva
proceeds
will
be
used
to
buy
uni

The local union of the United Ce tal.
SMALL LEAN
Knight, Constance Bowden; piano—
NATIVE—FRESH KILLED
forms for the band and orchestra.
ment, Lime and Gypsum Workers
Barbara Wood, Margaret Thomas;
There was no guest speaker at the
The pregram, Vinal Hardy, chair
held its annual installation at K. of meeting of the Lions Club Tuesdaydrummers—Edgar Johnson, Judson
P. hall Tuesday night, Woodbury- night. After the dinner, group man, will consist of: Orchestra, Manning Vinal Hardy, Robert
Richards installing these officers: singing was enjoyed under the di “State of Maine Song," "Through Brown. Ralph Young. Malcolm Up
TASTY
CENTER CUT
President. Elston Luce; vice presi rection of David Crockett and Gil the Line;" band. "Dawn In the ton.
Forest,"
with
baritone
solo
by
Frank
dent, Sherwin Forbus; secretary. bert Laite. E. Stewart Orbeton was
William Valenta; secretary-treas a gue»t. At the r.ext meeting each Magee; band. "Wishing." violin (
urer, Howard Rowell; treasurer. member will take an article which solo, "Concerto." S^bil Heal, accom- j "Pie Ballard Business School is
now carrying on in its new location
SHORT SHANK
Chester Smalley: trustees, Clinton will be auctioned off, the proceeds panied by Selma Heal; orchestra,
HOME MADE
piano in the Glover building at Tlie Brook
j
"Straussiana,"
“
Bublichki
Kelley, Sherwin Forbus and Alfred to go for Finnish Relief
I .-olo "Second Prelude." Barbara And seems to be real happy about it.
Sanders. Mr. Dorsky of Bangor,
Carleton P. Wood entertains the Wood; band, "Our Director," "ScatState head of the A.F. of L., ad
Decemvir Club Friday night at his [! terbrain;" intermission.
(STATE OF MAINE
dressed the group, following which a
CITY OF ROCKLAND
home on Elm street. A paper will, Band . "103d Infantry March." A hearing
will be held at the CityNATIVE
scallop stew, made by John Staples,
In the City of Rockland on Mon
be delivered by Zelma Dwinal.
FOR
AND
j saxophone solo "Star Dust," Avery Hall
was served by Mrs. Ray Forbus, Mrs.
day. the fifth day of February. A D
"Drums Along the Mohawk" a Smith accompanied by Selma Heal; 1940 at seven-thirty o’clock In the
Howard Rowell, Mrs. William Va
afternoon by the Municipal Officer
for the approving of a Malt Liquor Li
lenta and Mrs. Reginald Reynolds. beautiful technicolor production i
cense application of William Savage
starring
Claudette
Colbert
and
i
Mrs. Blanche Vose has returned
at 291 Main Street. Rockland Malm
TOP ROUND
All persons may appear to show
LEAN
from a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Ken Henry Fonda is showing Thursday
cause If any they may have, why said
7.30 o'clock
malt liquor application should not be
neth Marshall at Booihbay Harbor. and Friday at the Comique.
approved
Charles Coombs and Walter Cal- j
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
Mrs. May Reed of Damariscotta
Dated at said Rockland, this 23rd
Auspices Weymouth Grange
day of January. A. D. 1940
and Mrs. Clara Payson of Rockland derwood of the local Fire Depart- i
Fire
Cents
a
Card
Attest
:
E R KEENE
w-ere all-day guests Tuesday of Mrs. ment are cotucting an inspection j
Grocery Prizes
City Clerk
H. H. Newbert. At bridge in the tour of business and industrial es-1
11A14
afternoon with Mrs. Ella Flye as tablishments this week.
A Masonic assembly will be held
the fourth, prizes were won by Mrs.
Payson for high sccre and Mrs. Reed tonight. All Masons and families
Ore invited. Those not solicited
for low.
MEN’S $2.00
will
take sandwiches.
Mrs. Oliver Hahn went Tuesday
All Wool and Lined
The Friday Club will meet this
to Cambridge. Mass., called by the
Zipper at .Ankles—Values to $4.95
week
with
Mrs.
Eugene
Thomas
death of William Knight, her uncle.
The Federated Circle met at the Mrs. Lloyd Sykes will be the reader.
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport
home of the president. Miss Helen
was
guest speaker Tuesday at the
Studley, Tuesday afternoon with
18 members present. A business meeting of the Rotary Club. Mr
meeting was held during which Mrs. Fernald gave an interesting talk on
Stanley Macgowan and Mrs. Orvel Debt and Taxes," showing what a
F. Williams were appointed to serve i -ar8e proportion of the tax dollar
as housekeepers for the dinner which is used to service a State's bond
is to precede the next meeting Feb. ed indebtedness. Visiting Rotari-

THOMASTON

CAMDEN HOCKEY TEAM

Basketball Battles

GLENDENNING’S MKT.
QUALITY MEAT SPECIALS - TELEPHONE 993

FOWL.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

lb 23c ROASTING PORK ... lb 15c

CHEESE

lb 15c PORK CHOPS... .... lb 19c

Smoked Shoulders.... Ib 15c

SAUSAGE .. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb 19c

lib Sliced Pig’s Liver,

VEAL CHOPS...

1 Ib Sliced Bacon,

... lb 23c

Beano, Friday Night

lb 23c STEAK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 27c

STEWING BEEF

Women’s Ski Pants

HASKELL & CORTHELL
ANNUAL JANUARY PRE1NVENT0RY SALE

Plaid Flannel Shirts

now $3.57

now $1.49

13. at the Congregational parlor.
To conclude a social afternoon re- 1 Star Circle card party Monday night
freshments were served by the hos is Mrs. Ruth Perry, Mrs. Dorothea
tess, assisted by Mrs W. B D. Gray, Young. Mrs. Dorothy Libby and Mrs
and with Mrs Bowdoin L. Grafton Marion Grafton.
Mr. and Mrs. William Levan and
pouring tea.
The W.CTt* meets Friday night Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Starr have
at 7.30 at tlie home of Mrs. Lilia returned home after visiting friends
in Philadelphia and Reading Pa.
Clark.
Ralph P Mitchell. Jr., of Kenne
The committee in charge of the
bunkport returned to his home last
night after being house guest of
William T. Smith, Jr.
Mrs. Nellie Orff, lecturer of Wey
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
mouth Grange, with Mrs. Nettie
7.30 P. M.
Robinson and Mrs. Estelle Newbert
Benefit Finnish Relief Fund.
Refreshments
i attended the Lecturers' Conference
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post, A.L. at the State House in Augusta yes
10-11 terday.
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The Sale You Have Been Waiting For! Starts Thursday Jan. 25
Sizes 12 to 14

Included in this GREAT SALE is our complete stock of Men’s
and Women’s Clothing, Shoes and Furnishings. We list only a
very few of the hundreds of Bargains that you will find in our

now 59c

Men’s and Women’s Stores.

BOYS’ PLAID FLANNEL

School Shirts

6.50 Suiting Pants. Now

.............

MJS

Men’s 5.00 and 5.50 Wool Dress Pants
$3.95
now ............ —.—.......... 1.98
Men's 3.50 Pants. Now
Men's 2.50 Pants. Now ............. .......... I-®9

$1.69 Men's 255 Melton Blue Jackets. Now S1.69
$5.00
150 Coat Sweaters. Now ............. S1.19
20 dozen "Mack" Shirts: 1.65 to 1.95
values. Now ............... S1.39; 3 for S4.00
special:
Men’s Silk and Wool Hose; 29c val.

Three lor

Men's Winter Weight Ribbed Union
Suits; value 1.35. Now

Fancy Native Pullets...................................... lb
New England Dressed Pork Roasts.............. lb
These are extra fancy ribs—have a roast for
the weekend.

Daisy Hams.......................................................... lb .30
Smoked Shoulders...............................................lb .15
Golden brown and well trimmed.

Jameson’s Home Made Sausage..................... lb .20
Arlington Small Sausage ..2............................. lb .30
Swift’s Smoked Sausage .................................lb .25
Good Northern Spy Apples.......................peck .30
Large Fancy Northern Spy Apples...... peck
.50
Large Juicy Florida Oranges.............. 2 dozen .35
Mack’s Vitamin BI Bread ........................ loaf .11
Made from unbleached flour.

.10
‘10
.20

Helps to keep husbands home evenings.

Waldo County Potatoes .... peck .30; bu. 1.15
State of Maine Y. E. Beans .... qt .10; peck .75
This is a wonderful bargain in good beans.

Turnips ................................................................. H*

*2

These are Walter Burgess’ turnips—he knows how
to raise good ones.

Libby’s Corned Beef....................................can

*21

Try it for corned beef hash.

Baxter’s Cut Refugee String Beans .... 2 cans .25
Six cans .................................................................... 70
These are handy to have on the shelf,

Superba Canned Pumpkin or Squash................... 15
Can makes two large pies.

Superba Green Lima Beans....................... can
Baxter’s Horticultural Shell Beans ......... can

.......... pair .17; 12 pairs $1.85

Now

Men's and Young Men’s Hart Schaffner A Marx and other well known makes, in
Single or Double Breasted, in all the New styles and Shades.

SWEATER SALE

.18
.15

J. A. JAMESON CO.
743 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND TELEPHONE 17

Women's Queen Quality Shoes, all
latest styles—Gores, Pumps. Straps
or Ties, in all heights heels; were

5.00 Sweaters. Now...................... -....

**

4.00 Sweaters. Now
..........
3.00 Sweaters. Now ............. —.........

«•*’

One Lot MEN’S SUITS; values to
2950. Now ......... ....... .....................

1.00 Caps. Now ................................ 1.50 Caps. Now ............. .............. -....

One Lot Boya’ Ski Caps. Now....-....
Mens’ 5.00 Hats. Now

25.00 OVERCOATS. Now

7X/

............

1850 REVERSIBLE COATS. Now

25.00 COMBINATION OVERCOAT
1-39
1.19

Visit Our Basement

Boys' 1050 Two-Pant Suits. Now
Suits. Now

Reduced For This Sale

>755

Fur Trimmed and Sport Coats; values
to 1850. Now ................................... •5-W
Women’s Sport or Fur Trimmed
Coats, formerly 18.50. Now ........ $13.45
Regular 1.00 Cotton Wash Dresses
,67
and Smocks. Now ....... -............-....
Outing Flannel Pajamas, women's and
children’s; sizes 8, 14. 15, 17. Reg.
price 159-1.95. Now
.89 and 1.43
Women's Outing Flannel Gow ns; sizes
.79
15-19; values to 155. Now . .........
Slips, crepes and satins in tailored or
lace trimmed model; sizes 32-44.
Reg. price 1.00. Now ............ . ......

1355

.49

Misses’ Sport Coats in tweeds and
fleeces; regular price 1455. Now
Ski Suit Special! Children’s All Wool
Melton Suits; sizes 5 to 10; values
to 755. Now .................... 3.2.9 and
Children’s Ski Pants; values to 3.95;
sizes 4 to 10. Now
..„..........
Women's Felt Hals, newest styles and
colors; values to 2.95. Now
Sweaters, wool fancy knit cardigans
and pull overs; values to 255. Now
............................................ SI.67 to
Women’s Silk Blouses; regular price
1.95; sizes 34 to 44. Now
One Lot of Hand Bags; values to
255 Pre-Inventory Price

Open Evenings
During Sale
Mail and Phone Orders Filled

$9.95

3.R9
52.39

1.00

$259
$9.37

.98

............................................

One Lot of Women’s Wool Melton
Ski Jackets; values to 8.95. Now $453

$159
$3.35

Children's Fancy Wool Mittens; reg.
price 65c. Now .................................

59

Women's Wool Mittens and Gloves;
fancy designs; regular price 150.

Now

.66

Odd Lots of Wool Sport Socks; values
to 75c. Now .... . ................................

.34

SI.59

Hoods and Babuskas, wools and vel
vets; values to 155. Now .39, .77,

1.43

$3.79

Scarfs, silk or wool; values to 1.00.
Now............... _................ ........ 35 and

.75

1.00 Jewelry. Now ............ -...............

Novelties, Towels, Bridge Sets, Table
Cloths, etc.; regular price 50c to

.57 59c Jewelry. Now ...............................

LOO. Now ................................ 33 to

.67

A “Swap for
Cash” Store
Outfitters to Men and Women

HASKELL & CORTHELL

♦

SINGLE house to let, with bath, fur
nace heat.
Corner Broadway and
Granite St, Appty WALLACE E SPEAR
Waldoboro.
FOUR-rooin apartment to Kt, all
modern
Apply at Camden and Rock
land Water Co , Tel. 034
11-tf
MODERN apartment to let. five rooms
I with bath: every convenience, heated,
fireplace electric refrigerator, garage.
Furnished or unfurnished as desired.
Residential location: available after
Feb 4
Inquire MIKE ARMATA. The
Men's Shop. Main and Park Sts . Rock
land.
2-tf
FURNISHED three-room apartment
to let, toilet, piazza, shed; hot water.
12 Knox St . TEL 156-W
,48-t.f
parttn
Tel. 629-M. ELLA COLLINS 25 North
Main St.
1-tt
FURNISHED rooms to let. desir
able location. MRS. A. C. JONES, J
Talbot Ave , Tel. 576
126-tf
FURNISHED room, in quiet neighbor
hood, five minutes from Post Office
TEL. 34. Rockland.
87*0
APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
to let at 14 MASONIC ST.
10*12

FOR SALE
REGISTERED Boston terrier pups
for sale. 9 weeks old. well marked MRS
E A MATTHEWS. Union
10*12
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale, gai
stove, electric refrigerator, bedroom
suite, etc : will sacrifice, breaking up
housekeeping
Write to "A. B ", care
The Courier-Gazette
11-13
ATWATER-KENT seven tube battery
radio console, for sale, perfect condi
tion. price |15. R S JORDAN. 6 Kelley
Lane. City
10*12
PANEL truck—1934 Ford In very good
condition
Priced low for quick sale,
1145 P A CLARK 32 Oliver St 9*11
SEXTANT for sale, reading to 150
degrees, perfect condition: also navigat Ion books. Call evenings. A W.
DEMUTH. South Warren. Me
9*11
I D Sc H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coat
1 $8 per ton, del Lumpy new River soft,
{9 per ton. del. Ask for swap for cash
tickets M B. & C. O. PERRY. 519 Main
j St.. Tel 487
1-tf
HARD coal for sale, 114.50: Pocahon
tas soft lumpy, $9; dry fitted hard
wood. $10
J. B
PAULSEN. Tel
Thomaston 62
1-tf
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. I
Sawed $1 15. long. $1.05. M B A
PERRY. Tel. 487

WANTED
WOOD choppers wanted by SAMUEL
H OLSON, South Cushing
10*r
WIDOW alone wants elderly lady to
board: plea-ant room: price right MRS
WRBLEY LEWIS Warren
11*1‘
W ASHINGS wanted to do, wet; ex
cellent work. TEL 877
11*1
WE want 1931. 1932 and 1933 Dodge
and Plymouth cars. If you have one,
come In and sec us DYERS OARAGE.
54 Park St . Tel. 124 W. Rockland. 10-12
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for nnd delivered T J. FLEM
INO 19 Birch St
Drop a card. Estl
mates free.
10-12
WA TCHMAKER — Repairing watchaa
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call i
deliver S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 22
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tai. 95J J

gt*********«*«*rn

I

KEYS! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys I
Locks repaired, Keys cut from code.
H H CRIE & CO., 328 Main 8t
8-tf
TO whom it may concern: I hereby
give notice that I will no longer be
responsible for any bills contracted by
my wife. Georgia A. Clark of Washing
ton. Maine (Coopers Mills. R F. D. 2)
JESSE C. CLARK. Jan. 15. 1940
7-86(10-11

SKATE8 sharpened. H H. Crte Co
for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
8t. 3rd floor CRIBS iron shop.____ 2 tf
I MEN. Women! Get Pep. New Ostrex
tonic tablets contain tonics, oyster ele|I ments, stimulants for pep and vim
often needed after 40—by bodies lack
ing iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
Vitamin BI Get package Ostrex today.
Call, write C H MOOR * CO.
7*12
8KXATOL Tablets, for males only
gland product. Reconstructive w«iie
Increases metabolism and stlmuates 8
healthy oondltlon, 50c and *1 per Dot
tle
WALMSLEY, 373 Main 8t.. Bo*,
land.
1-tf

IN THE DISTRICT COURT
OF THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE SOUTHERN DIVISION
OF MAINE
In the Matter of the
Rockland National Bank
Rockland. Maine
ORDER OF NOTICE
It anpearlng from the petition of Ar<
thur G. Pitcher. Receiver of the Rock
1 nd National Bank Rockland. Maine,
filed In this Honorable Court on the
twenty-fourth day of January. A. D.
1940. that he desires to compromise the
alleged liability of the stockholders of
Financial Institutions Incorporated on
the stick assessment levied by the
Comptroller of the Currency against
th- shs-eho'ders of s'*Id Rockland Na

.39

JEWELRY SPECIALS!

CAMDEN, MAINE

$255

Women's All Wool Melton Ski Pants
flannel lined; regular price 3.50;
sizes 12 to 20. Now ..... -.........
$257

PRE-INVENTORY SPECIALS IN THE WOMAN’S SHOP
One Lot Silk or Wool Dresses; all
sizes; values to 7.95. Now ..........
Dresses, new styles, new colors; sizes
12 to 120, 40 to 50; regular price
4 95 Now
Hosiery Special! Odd lots of Silk
Full Fashioned Hose; values to
1.00. Now .........................................
Flannel Skirts, plaids, skating skirts
and high shades; regular price
155. Now ...........................................
Women's Flannel and Potter M .is
Robes and House Coats; regular
price 6.50. Now .......... . ...................

Women's Black or Brown Overshoes,
all heights heels. Now .... ........

Many More Woman’* Shop
Specials Not Listed

10'; DISCOUNT GIVEN ON MERCHAN
DISE NOT OTHERWISE REDUCED

LADIES’ WINTER COATS

special:
Ladies’ Silk Panties, Bloomers and
Vests; rcg. price 35c. Now, 2 for

11.95 and

1.29

Now

Students’ 1555 and 19.95 Two-Pant

Prices On Our Entire Stock

One Rack Women's Shoes, all sizes
and kinds; values to 350. Now

Men's 550 Dress Shoes. Now___ ..... $355
Men's 4.00 Shoes, black or brown.

All of our 25.00 and 2950 TOP
COATS divided Into two lots. Now
................................. 9.95 and 13.85

All Our Heavy Rubbers Are Reduced For
This Sale

Now ...............................

Men’s Walk-Over Shoes, 750 value.
Now .................................................... $555

and TOPCOAT, with zipper, wool
lining. Now .... -..... —........ -......... 1855

E - *
♦
♦
TO LET
♦*{**•»♦•*•*■*♦
--------------

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL!

2950 OVERCOATS. Now

Men's 4.00 Hats. Now
—.......... 2-*®
Men’s 2.95 Hats. Now ............ -......... 1-95

Men’s 1.65 Flannel Pajamas and
Night Shirts. Now .....-..................
2.00 Flannel Pajamas. Now ............
Men’s 150 Broadcloth Pajamas. Now

255 value.

3

35.00 OVERCOATS, Now

ENNA JETT1CK SHOES

Women's Novelty Shoes, black, brown
and wine, in Ties, Straps or Spec
tator Pumps; 3.95 value. Now

OVERCOATS AT JANUARY
PRICES

69
**"

NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
1 of deposit book numbered 3980 and
the owner of said book asks for du
plicate In accoi dance with the provision
of the State Law Union Branch. KNOX
COUNTY TRUST COMPANY. Rockland,
Me . Dec. 21, 1939
5-Th-U

CLEMENTS Reds. Rocks. Crosses. Sex
Links have pep and profit ability.
Malne-U S Pullorum Clean Customers
are extra enthusiastic. Pullet chicks
In all breeds. There are good reasons,
told In free catalog Write for it now.
CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS, Rt 33,
Winterport, Me.

6.00. Now ........... ..... ..................... .....
5.00. Now ......... . ................ .... —.... .
9.95

LOST AND FOUND

•EGGS AND CHICKS

In Suede and Black or Brown Kids:

35.00 SUITS. Now .—....... . ............. 3
29.50 SUITS Now..............-.......... —
25.00 SUITS. Now .... -....... -.............

IP •*•* ••* *♦**•**♦*•••••••••••••••••••♦.1^

1-tfl

SHOE DEPARTMENT

6.75. Now ........... . .......................... $4.95

MEN’S HATS AND CAPS

.24
.18

Superba 20 oz. cans Tomato Juice......... can
Superba Pure Apple Jelly .................................
Big Buster Pop Corn................................. 3 lbs

.89

A FEW SPECIALS FROM OUR

SUIT SALE!
Men's and Boys’ Heavy Shaker Swe*J*"

WEEK-END SPECIALS

Poplin Jackets
Sizes 4 to 10—Regular Price $3.95

now $2.69

Men's 2.00 Arrow Shirts. Now

SALE OF MEN’S PANTS

CHILDREN’S WIND PROOF

In Everybody’s Column

tional Bank, said alleged liability being
more particularly described In hla said
petition, It ls
ORDERED, that a hearing be had
before the Judge of the United States
District Court, for the District of Matno
in the United States Court House In
Portland. Maine on the twenty-ninth
day of January. A D 1940. at eleven
o'clock A M eastern standard time, at
which time and place all persons In
terested may appear and show cause,
If any they have, why said petition
should not be granted, and It ls fur
ther
ORDERED, that notice of this peti
tion be given by publication of this
Order In the Portland Press Herald a
newspaper printed In the City of PortlancL Maine once on the twenty-fifth
day of January, A. D. 1940. and In The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed
In the,city of Rockland. Maine once
on the twenty-fifth day of January, A,
D. 1940
Dated at Portland. Maine this twenty,
fourth oay of January. A. D 1940.
BY ORDER OF COURT
WILLIAM B MILI.S
Clerk. United State.*
District Court.

(L S I
11-il

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 25, 1940

^Society

Mrs. Prank L. Newbert enter
tained the E.F.A. Club Wednesday,
honors going to Mrs. Hester Chase,
Mrs. Florence Philbrook and Mrs.
Lizzie French

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jordan, Miss
Felice Perry and Herbert Stover of
Mrs. L. B Cook, clerk at Cutler's Brockton, Mass., motored to Port
Dress Shop, is having a vacation. land Sunday to attend the concert
given by Benny Goodman's Band.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Simmons of
Members of T. and E. Club met
Arlington, Mass., were recent guests
Tuesday for sewing and luncheon
■ of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Simmons.
at the heme orf Mrs. Donald Cum
Leigh Witherspoon of NorUi Ha- mings.

1 veil was in this city Tuesday visiting
Mrs. Clara Smith is entertaining
Maurice and Edward Frazier of J his mother who is boarding here,
Charity
Club today, at her home on
Littleton, N. H.fiave been guests of and has been quite ill. She is much
Broad street. Picnic dinner will be
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Brown for a improved at present.
served and the afternoon spent at
few days.
sewing.
Miss Blanche Crandall has gone
Members of Thimble Club had to Boston, where she will receive
Miss Virginia Henry of Portland
picnic supper and an evening of medical treatment.
j was the guest Monday of her
sewing at the home of Mrs. Wilbur
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Cross.
! Mrs. Julia Barker, will hold pri jamin Bisbee.
vate readings Friday to Sunday,
Mrs. Mary Chapman lias returned
Richard Marsh, a student at Gor j Jan. 26-28 inclusive, also a public
ham Normal School spent the week circle Sunday night at 7 30 at 82 to Thomaston, after a two weeks'
end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. New County road. Tel 787-W. Rock visit at tlie home of her son, A. P.
A. R. Marsh.
land.
10*13 Chapman, Berkeley street.

Sorter Crane Company
Make the winter evenings profitable

New ‘Magictuft’
For making Chenille Rugs, Bedspreads,

Bath Mats, Pillows, Etc.
Easy to do . . . simply sew the chenille strips

on the background

THE LOW PRICES WILL SURPRISE YOU!
For 29 cents you have the choice of the
following backgrounds:

Rugs

Pillows

Scarfs

For 19c: Scat Covers, Mats, Etc.
The Chenille Braid is 15 cents per skein

Mrs. John McLoon and Mrs. Earle
£ j Gcwell Jr won contract honors at
the Wednesday afternoon meeting
or Dessert Bridge Club held at the
4K home of Mrs. Thomas Stone

Thomas C. Stone has been in
Bangor to attend a telephone busi
ness managers' conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C Ladd, eni tertained at a dinner party Saturday
j j night, honoring Mr. and Mrs. George
; Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Knott RanJ J kin. who were observing their 25th
j wedding anniversaries. Two lovely
‘ i wedding cakes graced the beautiful-1 ly appointed table, having been prel sented to each couple by Mrs. Don! j aid Karl. Games were enjoyed
' through the evening, prizes going
i! to Donald Karl and Mrs Harold
: Karl. Gifts of silver were presented
1 the honor guests. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Harold Karl, exMayor and Mrs. Leforest Thurston,
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond Palmer and
Mrs. Wallace Ripley of Damari
scotta. A telephone message of
congratulations from Grant Davis,
who is at the University of Maine,
was an added pleasure to a happy
occasion.

Card reading and questions an
swered. 17 Lindsey St. Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays, 9 to 5
o'clock.
11-13
The Methodist Junior Ladies Aid
will conduct a cooked food sale Sat
urday from 1.30 at Burpee Furni' ture store.—adv.
11-lt

THE TRUTH—THE WHOLE TRUTH-AND
NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH!

45 SUITS

$12.50 each
2 for $15.00
Sizes:
3 size 16; 1 size 17; 6 size 18; 2 size 33; 10 size 36; 5 size 37; 3 size 38:
1 size 39; 1 size 40; 2 size 42; 3 size 44; 2 size 46; 3 size 48; 1 size 50

JERRY MEARS ENTERTAINS

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. TEL 294

Sanford Webster 66. formerly of

Entertained By Acadia Park this city, died yesterday morning at

Naturalist, and Feasts On his heme in Southwest Harbor.

Mr. Webster followed steamboat
ing lor some years, and was a deck
boy on the steamer J. T. Morse.
He was also, for a time, in the em
ploy of the Rockland highway de
partment. He is survived by his
wife.
funeral services will be held Fri
day at 130, from the Southwest
Methodist Church.

Lobster Stew

By K. S F.

Outstanding
women
of the
United States cover all fields of
service, thus the biographical dic
tionary of American women tells
the public of the ten listed most
prominent women of 1939.
• • • •
The unique experience of seeing
the sun rise over the Atlantic and
set over the Pacific can be enjoyed
by people living in Panama.
• • * •
What a world! You pay your
debts, draw up a strict budget, and
get lined up to save some money,
and decide to use the old car an
other year in spite of its very frumpy
looks. Then your next door neigh
A party in honor of the fifth tending their first party, were
bor drives out in a brand new car,
birthday of Jerry Mears, son of Jerry's 10 peeks' old cousin, Philip and it's just too much for you.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Mears was in and his 10 months old sisier, Jean.
The extra special guests were the
'•tan
did
not
bite a dog. but he bit
full swing at his home on Glenn
mctheis, Mrs. Inza Witty, Mrs.
a
dog
catcher.
A dog warden went
street Saturday afternoon. AU the Bernice Gray, Mrs. Dorothy Raye,
to the home of a dog owner in
children in the neighborhood were Avce Snow, Mrs. Dorothy Mears,
Cleveland and demanded to see his
bidden. Because of illness. Agnes and ,Mrs. Katherine Elwell. Manydog license. The dog owner said,
and Margaret Fish and Avid and nice gifts were delightfully received.
"First show me your driving li
Marlene Sabien were unable to Mrs. Mears was ably assisted by Mrs
cense.” Finding the warden had
attend.
i Elwell.
none, he had him arrested.
The table was prettily decorated i In the picture, left to right, David
• • • •
in pink and yellow, featuring two i Ulmer, Margaret Willy holding baby
With an average of more than
birthday cakes, one of which, a sur j Jean Mears, Joyce Raye holding 650.000 tons of sea-going merchant
prise, was presented by “Poppy" a Baby Philip Mears. Ileen Miller, vessels under construction during
beloved frier.d. and resembled a pi j Barbara ElweU and Jenny Elwell; the first half of 1939 the ship-build
rate's chest, gold and all. The usual back row, Stanley Fish, Earland ing industry in thi# country is more
[ Fish, Gerald Mears, the host, Dud- active than at any time since the
party games gave delight to all.
Two guests of honor who were at i ley Mears and Leroy Gray.
war time shipbuilding program tap
ered off in 1921. the Standard Sta
Pales Circle will meet Friday aft
The twins, Misses Kathleen and tistics Co., says in a current survey.
• • • •
ernoon at 1.30, with Mrs. Bernice Kathryn Dean celebrated their 18th
Jim:
"What
is blacker than a
Jackson.
birthday Jan. 23 at a party giver,
crow?"
by their parents. Mr. and Mrs Har
Bill: "Ain't nothing blacker than
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Portland old A. Dean and Mr. and Mrs. Mau
a crow.”
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Elmer rice Carroll at the home of Mrs.
Jim: "Oh. yes there is. Bill. It’s
Bird.
Carroll. West Rockport. Five birth
the crow's feathers."
day cakes were among the gifts.
• • • •
Mrs. Hattie Keating was hostess Prerent were Mr. and Mrs. Harold
One cf the popular greetings of
to Wawenock Club yesterday, the A. Dean. Gwendolyn, Arthur and
the Chinese is "Ya Fan?" meaning
hostess giving a splendid paper on Norma Dean, Mr and Mrs. Maurice "Have you eaten ycur rice?" And
•'Richmond and Fredericksburg. Carroll, Henry, Philip and Royce have you? We think rice a delicious
Va.'' Quotations from James Whit Carroll, Mr and Mrs. Walter Rogers, food and there arc so many ways
comb Riley were given at roll call, Beverly Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. George to serve it; as a hearty course, as a
a discussion being held on the ques Moody, Mr. and Mrs. Jalo Ranta, vegetable or as a dessert—one of
tion box and current events.
and Virginia Deane.
the most versatile of all foods and
one of the cheapest.
The board of directors and offi
• • • •
cers of Knox Memorial Association
There Is to be through February
numbering' 17 were entertained at
n Pre-Cdlumbian art db play at the
supper at the homc of Mr. and Mrs.
Fogg Museum in Boston. They will
C. F. Snow Tuesday. At the busi
shew objects cf monumental art
ness meeting following, plans were
and handicraft made by natives of
formulated for the opening of Mont
Middle and Andean South America
Doctor* My your kidneys contain 15 miles of | before the coming of white explor
pelier the coming season, and the
imy tulx^ or tiltem wbirh help to purify the
means of meeting current expenses. Flood and keep vou healthy, Kulnev? remove ers and conquerors. Thc;e who
excess scids and poisonous waste from your
The Home Industries Shop is to be blood. They help most people pan about 3 pints visit Boston during this period
a dav.
j would do well to take the time for
continued as in former years under
When disorder of kidney function permits
the able management of the presi poisonous matter to remain in your ImooI, it this wonderfid and interesting dis
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
dent, Mrs Ann F. Snow. Mrs. Ar leg pains, loss of |»cp and energy, getting ui> play.
nights, swelling, pufhncss under the eyes, head
• • • •
thur McDonald cf Thomaston is the aches
and dissincNs. Fraoueat of scanty pas
sages with smarting and burning sometimes
Airplane speeds cf f33 miles an
newly appointed chairman of mem show*
there is something wrong with your
I hour are considered likely within
bership and subscription, and with kidney* or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask vour druggist for Doan's two years. Breakfast in Rockland,
a committee to be appointed by her, Pills, used successfully by millions for over 40
They give happy relief and will help the lunch in Florida and dinner in Cali
under her direction, it is hoped that vear*.
15 miles of kidney tubes Hush out. poisonous
fornia. How is that?
the funds will be greatly increased. waste froru your blood. Get Doan s Pills
• • • •
The first past office in the United
States was established in Boston in
1639.
• • • •
A lovely palm and pine-studded
island In the Gulf cf Mexico is to
be turned over by its owner for ex
clusive use of honeymooning couples.
A NEW TERM OPENS
The name of this island today is
FEB. 5
Hog Island, but the owner Is to
change the name to Honeymoon
Accomplished instructors of wide ex
Isle.
The cwner plans to build
perience will be at your service to give
palm-thatched roofs for shelters for
you a unique training superior by far to the
as many as 59 couples at a t.me and
average. Only school in Maine to win the
permission to stay two weeks will be
award of the American Institute of
the plan.
Beauty Culture.
• • • •
Montevideo, with its population
Booklet on request
of 600,000, was founded in 1726 and
is one of the youngest real cities in
215 LISBON STREET,
LEWISTON, MAINE
the South American continent.
• • • •
“Why is Sandy so down at the
mouth?”
"He iwcnt to the game and bought
a score card and neither side scored."

HELP
KIDNEYS PASS
3 PINTS A DAY

New

Our collection of Late Winter Models grouped in

two lots to close—

Under-arm

Cream Deodorant

Were $10.75

Were $13.75 to $19.50

Now $7>75

Now $9 75

The January meeting of the Baptift Men's League was well attend
ed, and tlie lobster stew served at
the supper was much relished. Os
car B. Hudson was elected to mem
bership, and guests of members were
A. W. Morton of Friendship, Lewis
C. Tatliam, Jr„ of Rockport, Capt.
Edgar W. Dorr, Elmer Curtis, Oliver | Past Commander Oeorge Stewart
Ingraham and Donald L. Karl of installed these officers of Ralph UlRockland.
[mer Camp U.S.W.V.: Commander,
Maurice Sullivan. Cliief Park Ralph E. Doherty: senior eommanNaturalist of Acadia National Park, der. Otis J. Trundy; Junior comcamc from Bar Harbor to speak, mander, Oeorge E. Cross: adjutant,
and, with tlie assistance of Paul George T. Stewart; quartermaster,
Favor, cne of the Ranger-Natural- Walter E. Weeks; trustee. Ralph E.
Ists of the Park, showed five mo Dohertv; patriotic instructor, Joseph
tion picture films and spoke inter E. Bennett; historian. Harry Smith;
estingly of National Parks, and par surgeon, Dr. A. W. Foss; chaplain,
ticularly of Acadia.
John S. Ranlett; officer of day,
The pictures illustrated the activi Horace Vose; officer of guard,
ties at the Park, and made It plain Oeorge A. Miller; sergeant major,
that Acadia'is a fine place in which Alton W. Richards; quartermaster
to spend vacations, whether of a sergeant, Albert M. Hastings; senior
week or more, as well as a place color bearer. William A. Seavey;
where one can learn much about junior color bearer. Joseph E Bennature In studying birds, wild flow- nett; chief musician. Alfred C.
ers, creatures of the sea, geolcgy. Smith. There were remarks from
etc. A sea cruise, a sailing party the past commanders of the local
'including many yachting views*, post and Post Commander Oeorge
and a hike up Champlain Mountain. Higgins of Camden.
presented scenic beauties of Mt.
Desert Island and Frenchman's
Mr and Mrs Frank A. Tirrell,
Bay. Tlie views of birds and wild
have returned from Philadelphia,
flowers were particularly interest
where they attended the National
ing
Pigeon Show.
Mr. Tirrell's 50
Speakers for the remaining meet
pigeons, which were exhibited with
ings are: Feb. 15, Frank A. Wins
5000 others from all over the coun
low; March 21, Governor Barrows;
try, won 10 first prizes.
April 18. Hen. Fulton J. Redman;
May 16, Rev. William J. Day.
At the story hour at the Public
Library Friday afternoon, the stories
Tlie newly elected oft icers of Can
"King cf the Ooldcn River,” "Olft of
ton Molineaux Auxiliary to I.OOF
Father Frost," and "Brownie who
of Camden, were installed Monday
Couldn't Sing" will be told.
night by Mrs Helen Clark Dyer,
past president of Canton Lafayette
READ ALL THE NEWS
Auxiliary of this city. She was as
THEN Ri.AD ALL THE ADS
sisted by Luke S Davis as adjutant,
and Nestor Brewm as aide.

A surprise party was given Tues
day night for Miss Mary Perry iu
honor of her birtlidaj. Coiling for
Miss Beverly Havenor a! her home
on Broadway, the guest of honor,
was genuinely surprised by several
friends who were in hiding. The
group enjoyed a skating party at
Community Park, 'atcr returning to
the Havener home for refreshments. 1
Miss Perry received several lovely i
gifts. Those bidden were Misses'
j Beverlv Havener. Bertha Coombs, j
j Dorothy Ooodnow, Mary Wotton
I Kathleen Blackmail, Barbara Wood
Margery Mills, Alice Cross, Ruth
Spear, Cynthia MacAIman, Nancy
Parker ar.d Dorethy Havener.

Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Huston enter
tained at dinner and cards Saturday
night at their Portland home, J
honoring Mrs. P L. Roberts of Jeri- I
cho. Long Island. N. Y„ who is visit- |
ing her sister. Mrs. H. Nelson Me- '
Eougail. About 23 guests were bid- j
den.

TODAY
JEAN IIERSHOLT in

"MEET DR. CHRISTIAN”
PLUS TALLY-HO, $25.60

Friday and Saturday
bob

fuzzy

KNIGHT

BAKER

Johnny Mack Brown

qUL A HO frfjw
FROnt/s*
A NEW UNIVERSAL PICTURE

Friday and Saturday

"SSJ

Subscribe to Tlie Courirr-Gazcttc- !

p-

GRAPHIC S

C OMIQUt

-

Qarrttfen

THEATRE

T

'

Tri 2519

TODAY AND FRIDAY

- Judith Barrett ■ Susanna Fetter ■

“DRUMS ALONG
THE MOHAWK”

TODAY
GEItAI DINE FITZGERALD
“A CHILD IS BORN”

with
CLAUDETTE COLBERT
HENRY FONDA
SATURDAY ONLY
Double Feature

“Barricade”

ALICE FAYE

WARNER BAXTER
Also GENE AUTRY in

“In Old Monterey”

Allan Jones Mary Martin
Walter Connolly lm Bowman

COMENG SUNDAY
“SWANEE RIVER"

Strand.?.

Shows Mat. 2 00. Etc- * 30. S.M
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
_____ Sunday. Matinee 3 o’clock______

THEY ARE BACK IN TOWN AGAIN
Those intriguing little figures from
Gulliver’s Travels—

safely

“Gabby,"

Stops Perspiration

“ I winkletocs”
“Snitch"

All of one kind; no two alike

“Prince David"

Our reason: Must have room for our new Spring

and

Models arriving daily

‘’Princess Glory"

Come early for a good selection!
1.

Sizes 1,4 to 46

GREGORY’S

This And That

DRESSES TO CLOSE

As a result of stock-taking the past week we
found 45 suits in above sizes that have been here
longer than our rules permit. Therefore we
hand them their walking ticket, open the door
and bid them Godspeed. About a dozen of
these suits in small sizes sold for $15; the bal
ance sold for $20, $25, $30. This is your invi
tation to the party.

SANFORD WEBSTER

The Men’s League

THE PELLITIER SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE

FOR MEN AND BOYS

STRICTLY CASH

Page Seven

Also to close—
X,

27 WINTER COATS at HALF PRICE
all new models

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
’

FURRIERS
BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
u-it

Docs not rot dresses — docs
not irritate skin.
2. No watting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to i days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
<1. A pure white, gteaseless, stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering, for
being harmless to fabrics.
15 MILLION jar. ol Arrid
have bean told. Try a far today!

ARRID
3V£ « Jar

At all ittfM aelhug toilal fa ad*
l<l*o io lOu aud 59c j*r<)

Made of Bevique, an
American-made prod

uct, manufactured and
decorated entirely by

hand.
The Colors are Lovely.

See them in our window this week and add one to
your pottery collection

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 31R-W
11-12

Every-Other-Day
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WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

Bargain Scoop of the Year !

Savings In Every Department!

AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Agriculture
| by their leader. Mrs. Lula Miller, at
Plans are being made for work in a recent club meeting at her home.
February.
Frank Reed, poultry At the business meeting, the club
sre-inlist. wil! be in the district voted to give $2. to the Finnish ReFeb. 6. for a poultry meeting to be lief Fund.
Refreshments were
held at West Aina Grange hall. He served and then everyone enjoyed
will discuss poultry management a sliding and skating party,
problems and poultry housing.
I
* * * *
• • • •
1 The Bonnie Boosters of BurkettWednesday. Feb. 7. a meeting will ville have completed another rebe held at Erskine hall. Aina, on quirement—public demonstration—
Low Cost Home Improvement; an- toward their national gold seal of
other meeting on the same subject achievement which will be awarded
will be held at Orff s Corner Com- at the end of the club year next
munity House on Friday, Feb. 9. j fall. These demonstrations were
• • • •
given by the club members to a
A farm management meeting to group of parents and friends who
discuss poultry accounts and the were present at the leader s home
outlook for the coming year will oe on practices which they learned
held Thursday. Feb. 8. at Waldo- this year. The demonstrators were
boro with G. A. McLaughlin from Bernice Grinnell. Blythe Cullinan
the University of Maine as the and Vonita Pease who made napery
speaker.
• hems; Mabel Robbins made a but• • • •
i ton hole: Louise Collins made a pin
A D. Nutting, forestry special- wheel; and Grace Grinnell made a
1st. will be in the district Feb 14 hemmed patch Mrs. Carolyn Leighand 15 to discuss town forestry in er is local leader. Thus is the .secsome of the different communities ond club to hold its public demon
in the county.
stration for 1940
• • • •
• • • •
Albion Wotton of Friendship, who
Sylvia Heald. a member of the
had his barred rock flock tested Singing Sewing Club of West Rockthis year is planning to hatch sex- 1 port demonstrated how to make alllinked chicks this year. Mr. Wot- | bran muffins correctly at a meeting
ton is a breeder who has always j of the club at her home recently,
carried about 400 pullets and 400 Next meeting will be Jan. 25. with
old hens each year using his older j supper served by the leader. Mrs.
birds for breeding.
I Her.ry Keller, at her home.
•
• • • •
At a recent meeting on Rural
Henry Kontio. leader of the AmaElectrification in Burkettville, plans! teur Farmers of West Rockport,
were made Tor electricity for the demonstrated how to tie some of
community. A committee consist the more common farm and sailor
ing of Charles Grinnell and Mr knots at a club meeting. Jan. 19. at
Miller, the storekeeper, were ap Robert Dean's home.
Refresh
pointed to assist Harry Bickford in ments of cake and cocoa were,
seeing the various men about elec served.
• • • •
tricity.
• • • •
The Jolly Hustlers of Burkett
With The Homes
ville studied the general care of
Joint planning meetings scheduled heifers at their recent meeting at
with the home demonstration agent Mrs. Roy Prior's home. Lloyd
and county agent next week are:
Leigher served home-made candv
Orff's Corner today at the Com for refreshments.
munity Building.
• • • •
Montsweag. Jan. 26. at the Good
The Pine 4-H club of Camden
Will Club House. Woolwich
met at the Grange hall Saturday
County Agent, Charles Eastman morning. Jan. 20. and worked on
of Lewiston will attend the meet- 4_h cjub unj(orms which the club
ing in Montsweag. and County ■ agenl Lucinda Rich, assisted the
Agent. Ralph Wentworth in Orff's girls in culting.
Corner. In the afternoon the land
. • • •
use program will be explained Of - j A 4.H dub house ts the proud
liters and project leaders will be possession of the Razorville Mounelected and the calendar of wore juin TOf) Maids who tave worwd
will be made up.
diligently these past few weeks with
* * * *
’he fine io* deration of the club
Leader meetings scheduled this
, leaders. Mrs. Lila Crummett and
week and next are:
1 Mrs. Flora Turner, and other adults
Nobleboro. Jan. 25, subject, Smart
in the community. They have
Cuts in Sewing, and will be in
sponsored sc. eral beano parties
charge of Mrs. Adney Peck. Mrs.
I ar.d a baked bean supper to earn
Doris Buchan and Mrs. Margaret i money for windows, blinds, cur
Creamer are on the dinner com
tains. tides, and benches. Th\v
mittee.
are planning to continue these
Bristol. Jan. 30, subject, Smart
i parties and to get dishes, oilcloths.
Cuts in Sewing, at the church draperies, etc., for their building,
vestry, and will be ln charge of —
... .
’
This will be used as a community
Mrs. Florence Prentice. Mrs. Eliza
house also. At the regular club
beth Crook and Mrs. Mary Crooker | meeting, Jan. 20, Lucinda Rich,
will serve on the dinner committee. |
club agent, conducted contests on
For both of these meetings, mem
judging correct table setting and
bers will take sewing equipment to\
correct stitching on dish towels.
make various, samples of construe- |
Following the meeting, refresh
tion and finishes used on garments. |
ments of sandwiches and cocoa
Officers and project leaders elect were served by Irene Lenfest and
ed at planning meetings last week Frances Crummett.

are as follows:
I
Rockport: Chairman. Mrs. Lizzie NORTH WALDOBORO
French; secretary, Mrs. Marion I
-------Richards, foods leader. Mrs. Mary j John Bumheimer is ill.
Spear and Mrs. Edith Overlock;
Chester Duncan who visited his
clothing leader. Mrs. Lizzie Smith; parents in Winthrop, Mass., the past
home management leader. Mrs. few days, returned home Monday.
Karl Packard.
Mrs Bessie Lovejoy of Wanen is
Whitefield: Chairwoman, Mrs. visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elizabeth Dunton; secretary and Harold Smith.
librarian. Mrs. Minnie Fowles;
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank were
foods leader. Mrs. George Hausen; guests Sunday of friends in North
clothing leader, Mrs. Annie Hap- Windham.
good; Home Management and 4-H
Club project leader, Mrs. Georgia
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Russell.
South Thomaston: Chairwoman
Miss Carleen Miller went last
and librarian.. Mrs. Ruby Makinen; Thursday to Monhegan where she
secretary. Mrs. Myrtle Makinen; I will visit her cousin. Mrs. Dwight
foods leader. Mrs. Annie Dennison j Stanley lor a few weeks,
and Mrs. Flora Baum; clothing! Rev. Alex Raita went Monday to
leader. Mrs. Carlyle Brown; home i Boston.
management leader, Miss Mary
A. V. Grafton who sustained a
Bartlett; and 4-H club project foot injury a few weeks ago, releader. Mrs. Louisa Allen.
mains confined to the house.
Friendship: Chairwoman, Mrs.!-----------------------------------------------Susan Wotton; secretary, Mrs.
Gertrude Oliver; foods leader, Mrs.
Edna Packard; clothing lender,
Mrs. Clara Prior; home manage
ment leader, Mrs. Mabel Beale; and DUE
TO
librarian, Mrs. Henry VanDeman.
• • • •
Need More Than “Salve” To
Mrs. Lizzie French of Rockport
Quickly Relieve DISTRESS!
community did not miss a .meeting j
Before you go to bed rub your throat,
during 1939. Mrs. Nellie Andrews. chest and back with warming, soothing
Mrs. Rena Carroll. Mrs. Margaret Musterole. You get such QUICK relief
because Musterole is MORE than "just
Gregory, Miss Emily Hall, and Mrs. a salve.” It’s a marvelous stimulating
"counter-irritant” which helps break
Minetta Paul missed only one.
up local congestion and pain due to colds.
• • • •
Its soothing vapors ease breathing.
There was an average attendance
Used by millions for over 30 years! 3
strengths:
Regular, Children’s (mild and
ol 19 at all meetings held last year.!
Extra Strong, 40*. Hospital Size, $3.00.
• • • •
4-H Club Notes
The We-Can-Do-It 4-H Club of
Feyler's Corner, North Waldoboro,
learned the proper way to set a

NIGHT COUGHS
COLDS

table from a demonstration given

CUTLER’S SALE
FRIDAY -- SATURDAY
AT PRICES THAT CALL FOR QUICK-ACTION SHOPPING !
*»•

We’ve gone the limit in slashing prices for this event.. . and in addition were fortunate to scoop up several sensational purchases from our manufacturers
—at ’way below regular wholesale price. All this merchandise—brand new, desirable, and of recognized quality is combined to offer the biggest value-giving
event this city has seen in months. Many items cannot be replaced after present stocks are sold—so it’s a case of first come, first served. Shop early to avoid

disappointment.

SMASHING BARGAIN OPPORTUNITY

PRICES DIVE TO AN ALL TIME LOW!

ON ALL

WOMEN’S

COATS

WINTER

MISSES’

Silk Dresses

Assortment Large, Styles Newest
A Dress Sale You’ve Been Waiting For

ON BOTH SPORT AND DRESS STYLES

j

A Large Group of SILK DRESSES, Odds and Ends
Values from $16.50 to $22.50.

Former Values from $4.98 to $10.75. Sizes 14-44.

SPORT COATS and FUR TRIMS

V*
IF
s
7

$4.98 and $7.95 DRESSES, Rayons, Silks, Wool

and All Novelty Materials. Regular and Half Sizes.

and

A Large Group of DRESSES, All Newest Styles,
All Latest Shades in every size. Regular $7.98 and
$10.75 Values.

COME EARLY!

Choice of Any Dress In the House That Is Marked
$7.95 or Over
Some Were $14.95 and $16.50

ALL BETTER COATS INCLUDED

Every Dress
On Sale

BALANCE OF FUR COATS

40 to 50% Reduction
SKI
SUITS

2-Piece Ski Suit
Zipper and Button
Jackets. Values to $10.95

Cyg 87

TWO DAYS ONLY

74c

AND

WOOL FLANNEL

C Lf IDT C
I *2

FALL

89c NORTHMONT HOSIERY
SERVICE

while They L«t

WBuliw

REMAINING
1 ALL
HATS Values to M7c&$l.47

CHIFFON

Values to $2.98

LEATHER
Some In Values
to $2.98
Choice

BAGS

FULL FASHIONED

3

CHIFFON HOSE
ALL WOOL—SLIP-ON AND
£>
COAT
O /
SWEATERS*^ “

j SWEATERS

Values

j BLOUSES

SILK

TO THE

$1.98

$1.67

TOP
59c TO 69c VALUES

SCARF
SETS

yg ay

ALL WOOL

Values to $1.98

$2.98 SWEATERS

$237
$1.50 BLOUSES

87c
BRASSIERES

JACKETS CR Q(1
with hoods JO-OU
IN PLAIDS
VALUES $7.95

FLANNEL
JACKETS

$2.57

VALUES TO $2.98

Reversible
COATS
with

$7.80

Snow Suits
$4-87 to
$9.87

VALUES TO 59c

IN OUR

CORSET DEPT.

47c

VALUES TO SI.98

KNITTED
CAPS

NO CHARGE SALES!
NO REFUNDS!
NO MEMOS!
Money or Check Must
Accompany
All Mail Orders!

SILK AND SATIN
HOUSE COATS

New Styles, Guaranteed Washable, New Patterns
Reg. $1.00
DRESSES

©7r
OIC

^.$1.59$!
DRESSES

The$1.98
DRESSES

£1 C"7

Included in the Well Known Makes

FLANNEL
PAJAMAS

SKI
PANTS

$1.37

VALUES TO $2.98

VALUES TO $7.95

2j|, $2.67 to $6.80

1.98 COTTON HOUSE COATS, $1.57
2.98 COTTON HOUSE COATS,
$2.67
20‘ Discount On All Flannel Robes

ALL SALES FINAL

AFTERNOON FROCKS

noons

SILK
SLIPS

20% DISCOUNT

HOUSE FROCKS

Values to $16.95

VALUES TO S14.95

19c

Cotton Dresses

$2.98

RAYON
UNDIES

ALL LEATHER POCKETBOOKS

SNUGGIES

***!»

37c

VALUES TO 59c

ONE LOT OF SATIN

SLIPS

$1.47 and $2.47

47c

VALUES TO $1.00

VALUES TO $2.98

inc

FOLLOW US AND SAVE MONEY

369 MAIN STREET,

VALUE

VAN RAALTE

VALUES TO 69c

CUTLER’S

$2.57

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOW IS THE TIME
TO STOCK UF
FOR FUTURE NEEDS!
Shop Early for Best Choice!

